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Abstract 
This thesis describes the dimer method, which is an algorithm that can be used to find 
state transitions in an atomistic system, and the application of this method to two dif-
ferent atomistic diffusion problems. 
The dimer method is an algorithm that locates the saddle points of a potential field 
of arbitrary dimensionality. These saddle points correspond to the points of transition 
between metastable states of an atomistic system. A number of improvements to the 
algorithm of the dimer method have been described and implemented in this work. 
The first atomistic problem to be described is the diffusion of Au adatoms on a face-
centred cubic Au(lOO) surface. By applying the dimer method to this system, a number 
of state transitions involving varying numbers of atoms are discovered, from the initial 
configuration of a single adatom on the surface and from configurations of two adatoms 
close together. The energy barriers are given for the transitions that appeared in the 
searches. From all of these initial setups, the preferred diffusion mechanism is a simple 
hop of one adatom to a diagonally adjacent hollow site on the surface. The results are 
compared and contrasted with previous studies of AI/ Al(lOO) adatom diffusion, which is 
a similar system, but in which concerted exchanges of adatoms with surface atoms have 
the lowest energy barriers and are therefore the most probable mechanisms. 
The second problem studied in this thesis is the diffusion of point defects in bulk 
a-Fe with and without P impurities. This problem is important to the study of the em-
brittlement of steel nuclear pressure vessels. Both vacancy-driven and interstitial-driven 
diffusion are considered. The dimer method is used to find the transition mechanisms 
and energy barriers in these defect systems. Transitions are discovered in which a va-
i 
ii 
cancy or an Fe-Fe dumbbell moves between positions at different displacements from 
a substitutional P atom. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations are then performed at five 
different temperatures on three a-Fe defect systems: an isolated vacancy, a P-vacancy 
complex and a P interstitial defect. The results show that the isolated vacancy and P 
interstitial systems obey the Arrhenius relation, but the P-vacancy complex does not 
obey this relation. The P-vacancy complex is the least mobile of these defect systems, 
and the P interstitial defect is the most mobile, and hence an important process by which 
P impurity atoms can migrate to the grain boundaries of irradiated steel nuclear pressure 
vessels. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
An important branch of modern materials science is the investigation of how materials 
behave on the atomic scale. Computer modelling plays a major part in these studies. 
A common form of this modelling is molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, in which 
the movements of the individual atoms that make up the material are simulated over a 
span of time. Examples of the ways in which MD simulation has been applied include 
nanoindentation and nanoscratching [1], used to measure material properties such as 
hardness and friction, and collision cascades used to simulate the damage caused by 
radiation on a bulk crystal [2]. 
MD simulation is performed by using a numerical ordinary differential equation (ODE) 
integration algorithm to integrate Newton's equations of motion, making use of an in-
teratomic potential to model the interactions between atoms. The distances between 
atoms are of the angstrom order of magnitude, meaning that only microscopic quantities 
of material can meaningfully be modelled using MD. Atoms vibrate on the timescale of 
femtoseconds, and this sets an upper limit on the size of the timestep that can be used 
in an MD simulation. As such, there is a significant limit to the length of time that can 
be simulated using MD in a reasonable amount of computing time. 
The theory of MD has been studied over many years. Various techniques have been 
described and implemented to optimise the calculations that are involved in an MD 
simulation. Computing power has also increased by orders of magnitude over the last few 
1 
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decades, meaning that larger systems and longer timescales can be modelled with MD 
simulation now than were possible in the past. Parallel processing has also increased the 
speed at which simulations can be performed on large systems. However, on the fastest 
machines available today, even the millisecond timescale is still beyond the reach of MD 
simulation without modifications to the underlying principle. 
To overcome this difficulty, several accelerated dynamics methods have been devel-
oped [3]. The basic MD technique is sometimes referred to as classical MD to differentiate 
it from these methods. Accelerated dynamics methods mostly work on the MD principle, 
but incorporate modifications to the principle to increase the length of time that can be 
simulated in the same amount of computing time. Methods of this kind include parallel 
replica dynamics [4], temperature accelerated dynamics [5, 6] and hyperdynamics [7, 8]. 
Another accelerated dynamics method is kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) [9], which is not 
based on MD, but is event-driven. To date, most applications of these techniques have 
been to surface problems, such as island ripening and crystal growth [3]. In this work, 
KMC is adapted and applied to a problem involving bulk material. 
Accelerated dynamics techniques are based on transition state theory (TST), which 
is based on the treatment of the evolution of an atomistic system as a sequence of tran-
sitions between metastable states. Each of these states corresponds to a local minimum 
in a 3N -dimensional potential surface describing the atomistic system, where N is the 
total number of atoms. For a transition to occur, a sufficient amount of energy must be 
localised. This is the energy barrier, and it is equal to the potential energy difference be-
tween the saddle point connecting the two potential energy basins and the local minimum 
corresponding to the initial state of the transition. 
In the MD-based accelerated dynamics methods, transitions between states are de-
tected as they occur during the simulation. In KMC, on the other hand, knowledge of 
the possible transitions is the driving force. This information can be provided to the 
simulation as a static, predefined event table, or it can be generated as the simulation 
progresses; this latter approach is known as on-the-fly KMC (OFKMC). In this work, 
KMC is performed using a predefined event table. To perform KMC, it is necessary to 
3 
have a means of discovering the transitions that are possible from each state that is en-
countered, and the corresponding energy barriers. There are various algorithms that can 
be used for this, which work by locating the saddle points of the potential energy surface. 
In this work, the dimer method [10] is used to locate these saddle points, and therefore 
determine the transitions in the systems being studied and their associated energy barri-
ers. This method relies only on the first derivatives of the potential function, and on the 
initial state from which transitions are to be found. A significant portion of the work of 
this thesis is therefore involved in implementing and applying the dimer method. 
The main problem to which the methods are applied in this work is the study of point 
defects involving P impurity atoms in bulk a-Fe. This problem was chosen because it is 
important to the study of steel nuclear pressure vessels (NPV s). Steel is an alloy composed 
mainly of Fe and containing a number of elements, some of which are impurities. Of these 
impurities, P atoms in particular are known to segregate towards the grain boundaries 
of the steel. When the NPV is subjected to radiation or enhanced temperature, the 
impurities become more mobile, thereby enhancing the segregation of P atoms to the 
grain boundaries, and this is thought to be a major cause of embrittlement [11, 12, 13, 14]. 
This can lead to a serious reduction in the lifetime of NPVs. It is therefore very important 
to be able to understand the mechanisms by which this segregation takes place, both to 
predict the mechanical properties of the NPV s as a function of time and to give pointers 
towards measures that could be taken to reduce the embrittlement problem. To estimate 
the changes in properties that occur over time at grain boundaries, engineers often use 
rate theory models [15, 16]. These can give useful information but require the diffusion 
rates of the various impurity elements as input parameters. These are often not known 
experimentally. 
To understand better the effect of radiation on the impurity elements in NPV s, molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations have been carried out [2]. These simulations were per-
formed in a-Fe with a certain concentration of substitutional P impurities, and identified 
a number of features that require long-timescale analysis. In this work, some of the defect 
structures that were found in the results of these simulations are studied using the dimer 
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method and a newer, more sophisticated interatomic potential than that used in the MD 
simulations. 
It has also been proposed that substitutional P atoms could diffuse through the lattice 
more easily if they were situated close to a vacancy [17]. If this were to be the case, then 
the production of vacancies by the collision cascades would be an important factor in the 
enhancement of P segregation. Thus it is of interest to understand the mechanisms by 
which P atoms diffuse through a-Fe. The problem is addressed in detail in this work, 
with the intention of determining the diffusion constants for the most common defect 
systems. 
1.1 Thesis structure 
Chapter 2 gives a detailed theoretical description of molecular modelling, including some 
of the most commonly used interatomic potentials describing how the atoms interact 
with each other. Interatomic potentials are the driving force behind all forms of molec-
ular modelling. Many interatomic potentials exist for different materials; there are also 
different potentials for the same material of which some may be more accurate than 
others, or which may be optimised to different phases or arrangements of the materials 
involved. The chapter then describes how classical MD simulation works, including some 
ways in which the technique can be optimised. Also given is an overview of some of 
the accelerated dynamics methods used to perform simulations on timescales longer than 
those that can be reached using classical MD. 
The dimer method is involved in most of the work of this thesis. Chapter 3 explains 
this algorithm, including modifications that have been implemented to make the algo-
rithm more efficient and how it has been adapted to the problems being studied. Some 
benchmarks are given to compare the results obtained by varying the parameters on a 
simple system, and to test some of the modifications to the algorithm to see if they 
achieve the desired improvements. 
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In Chapter 4, the dimer method is applied to the diffusion of an Au adatom on the 
(100) surface of face-centred cubic Au. This was chosen as a simple atomistic system on 
which our implementation of the dimer method could be tested. Energy barriers are given 
for transitions from a single-adatom configuration and various two-adatom configurations. 
The results are compared with those that were previously found for an AI atom on the 
Al(100) surface. 
The dimer method is then applied to the main problem of this work in Chapter 5. 
This involves looking at common point defect structures in body-centred cubic Fe. For 
this study, two different potential models have been used: an Ackland Fe-Fe potential [18] 
together with a Morse potential for the Fe-P and P-P interactions, and a newer Ackland 
potential [19] designed to model a-Fe containing P impurities. Four different kinds of 
defects are covered: an isolated Fe vacancy, an isolated Fe self-interstitial, a P-vacancy 
complex and a P interstitial defect, each of which can occur in various configurations. 
By finding the transitions and energy barriers for the Fe and Fe-P defect structures, 
an event table is constructed to be used for the KMC work of Chapter 6. The KMC 
method is explained in detail, including the specific details of the implementation that 
has been used for this work. Three defect systems are studied: an isolated vacancy, a P-
vacancy complex and a P interstitial defect. For each of these systems, KMC is performed 
at five different temperatures, and the diffusion constants are calculated and compared. 
This makes it possible to determine whether these systems obey the Arrhenius relation, 
which is a functional form relating diffusion constant to temperature in typical systems. 
Finally, Chapter 7 gives conclusions on the work of this thesis. The results of the 
studies that have been conducted are summarised and discussed, and suggestions for 
future work in this field are suggested. 
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Chapter 2 
Molecular modelling 
2.1 Interatomic potentials 
To model the interactions between atoms, many different interatomic potentials have been 
developed for a variety of materials. These are functions used to calculate the potential 
energy of a system of atoms, and hence to determine the forces acting upon the atoms 
that make up the system. Potentials are typically developed by deciding on a functional 
form and then fitting the parameters to a finite set of experimental results. 
A more recent development is that of ab initio methods for modelling interatomic 
interactions. These methods determine the properties of the elements being modelled, 
and hence how the atoms interact, given only the atomic number and atomic mass of 
each element. Typically, approaches such as density functional theory are used for this. 
These methods can in theory produce more accurate results than those obtained by 
using empirical potentials. However, ab initio calculations are more complicated and 
computationally expensive than the empirical potentials, so are typically used to model 
no more than a few hundred atoms at a time. Therefore, approximate potentials continue 
to be developed, variously using experimental or ab initio results as fitting data, and used 
for larger atomistic systems. 
Some potentials are pairwise, i.e. they consider only the interactions between two 
atoms at a time. A pairwise potential is essentially a function of the distance between 
7 
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two atoms. When such a potential is applied to a system of more than two atoms, the 
potential energy calculated for the system is equal to the sum of the potential energies 
calculated for all pairs of atoms in the system: 
N-1 N 
u = L L v;j(Tij) (2.1) 
i=l j=i+l 
where v;J is the pairwise potential energy function itself, Tij is the distance between two 
atoms i and j, and N is the total number of atoms in the system. The function v;J itself 
depends on the elements to which atoms i and j belong. Usually when there is more 
than one element, the ViJ functions are of the same functional form but take different 
parameters. For a pairwise potential, it is necessary that the function is symmetric with 
respect to the order in which two elements are given, i.e. ViJ and Vji are the same function. 
In practice for many systems, while the sum of pairwise interactions may give an 
accurate indication of the cohesive energy of a system, they often fail to model such 
things as the elastic properties accurately. As such, pairwise potentials cannot accurately 
model such systems. For these, there are many-body potentials, which do not make this 
assumption but consider the interactions between atoms in larger groups. 
The following are some examples of interatomic potentials: 
• The Brenner [20, 21] potential for modelling hydrocarbons and chemical vapour 
deposition ( CVD) diamond growth. 
• The embedded atom [22, 23] and Ackland [18, 19, 24] potentials, many-body po-
tentials often used to model metals. 
• The Morse [25, 26] potential, a palrwise potential designed for the modelling of 
diatomic molecules and some face-centred cubic (fee) metals. 
• The Stillinger-Weber [27] and Tersoff [28, 29] potentials, designed for covalently 
bonded materials. 
• The Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) [30] universal potential for modelling close-
range interactions in many materials. 
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2.1.1 Embedded atom method 
The embedded atom method (EAM) was developed by Daw and Baskes [22, 23], and 
originally used to model impurities such as hydrogen in metals. The principle is that 
each atom is regarded as being embedded in a field of electrons. The potential function 
has the form 
(2.2) 
where Pi is the electron density of the local environment from which the contribution of 
atom i has been subtracted. This is approximated as the sum of the contributions of 
atoms other than i to the electron density at the location of i itself, i.e. 
Pi= I>;t>j(Tij)· 
j;li 
In the original EAM potential, the pairwise interaction takes the form 
u ·( ) _ Zi(r)Zj(r) 
vi3 r - . T 
The F and Z functions are defined by cubic splines. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Other interatomic potentials based on the EAM principle have been developed, in-
cluding the Finnis-Sinclair potential [31] and the Ackland potential described in the next 
section. 
2.1.2 Ackland potential 
The Ackland potential is a many-body potential based on a cubic spline function fitted 
at separation distances around the lattice parameter distance. Parameterisations of the 
Ackland potential have previously been developed for pure metals, including Cu, Ag, Au, 
Ni [24] and Fe [18]. A more recent development is that of a parameterisation suited to 
the study of P impurities in a-Fe [19], and this is the potential that has been used for 
most of this work. 
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The potential energy of a system of atoms modelled by the Ackland potential takes 
the form 
U = ~ [jfl \lij(rij) + Fi(Pi)] (2.5) 
where rij is the distance between two atoms i and j, and 
(2.6) 
The V;j(rij) component represents pairwise interactions between atoms, and the Fi(Pi) 
term encapsulates the effect of electronic kinetic energy (a many-body effect) on the 
behaviour of the atoms. The functions involved take the forms 
V(r) - :L akh- r)3 H(rk- r) (2.7) 
k 
F(p) - ..;p 2 4 - +czp +c4p (2.8) 
cp(r) 
- :LAk(Rk- r)3 H(Rk- r) (2.9) 
k 
where H is the Heaviside unit-step function, and the parameters are dependent on the 
elements involved (the i and j subscripts have been omitted for clarity). Of the parameters 
for a given pair of elements, the greatest of the Rk and rk values is the value re such that 
V(r) = cp(r) = 0 for all r ;::: re. The value re can thus be regarded as a cut-off distance, 
and evaluation of the potential can be optimised by considering only atom pairs such 
that Tij < re, where the correct re value is chosen for the species of the atoms i and j. 
This is achieved by using a neighbour list structure, as will be described in section 2.2.1. 
However, there is a serious limitation in the functional form of the Ackland poten-
tial. In reality, as the separation distance between atoms decreases, the potential energy 
increases without limit, guaranteeing that two atoms can never occupy the same point. 
This effect cannot be correctly modelled by the potential in this form, since it is built from 
a finite set of cubic polynomial functions and so cannot increase unboundedly as r ---> 0. 
To overcome this difficulty, in this work the ZBL potential has been used in place of V(r) 
for close-range interactions, and a connecting spline has been defined. Section 2.1.8 gives 
more information on the connecting spline and how it is used. 
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Parameters for Au 
Au has a face-centred cubic (fee) structure, with a lattice parameter of TL = 4.078 A. 
For the Au work of Chapter 4, the Ackland potential was used with the parameters 
taken from [24). Tables 2.1 and 2.2 give these parameters. For the embedding function, 
F(p) = -..jP is used. 
k ak (eV) rk (A) (rk/r£)2 
1 29.059 1 4.995 3/2 
2 -153.148 4.709 4/3 
3 148.179 4.559 5/4 
4 -22.205 1 4.078 1 
5 72.714 6 3.532 3/4 
6 199.263 2.884 1/2 
Table 2.1: The Ackland potential parameters used for Au-Au pairwise interaction. 
k Ak (eV2 ) Rk (A) (Rk/rd 
1 21.9301 4.559 5/4 
2 284.996 3.532 3/2 
Table 2.2: The Ackland potential parameters used for Au-Au many-body interaction. 
Parameters for Fe and P 
The potential for Fe with P impurities is inherently more complicated than that of pure 
Au. Since there are two elements, three different V functions are defined, namely those 
for Fe--Fe, Fe--P and P-P interactions. Correspondingly, there are three parameterisations 
of the tjJ function, and two of F. 
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Fe has a body-centred cubic (bee) structure, with a lattice parameter of 2.855 A. The 
parameters taken from [19] were used in this work. Table 2.3 gives the parameters of the 
pairwise Fe-Fe interactions. 
k ak (eV) rk (A) 
1 -0.003 045 88 5.3 
2 -0.058 531 8 4.7 
3 0.350 186 4.2 
4 -1.026 04 3.7 
5 2.657 74 3.3 
6 -2.319 44 3.0 
7 0.806 564 2.8 
8 -0.773 613 2.7 
9 4.209 97 2.6 
10 -2.498 98 2.5 
11 2.207 71 2.4 
12 15.738 1 2.3 
13 -27.444 8 2.2 
Table 2.3: The Ackland potential parameters used for Fe-Fe pairwise interaction. 
The Fe-P and P-P pairwise interactions do not follow the standard Ackland potential 
formula. Instead, a single polynomial function is used in place of the cubic spline. The 
functions are defined as 
0.0257790(5.3- r)11 - 0.396984(5.3- r)10 + 2.54943(5.3- r) 9 
- 8.81207(5.3- r)8 + 17.6293(5.3- r?- 20.3617(5.3- r)6 
+ 12.6252(5.3- r)5 - 3.31366(5.3- r)4 (2.10) 
Vp_p(r) = 0.037557(5.3- r) 5 - 0.0782938(5.3- r)4 • (2.11) 
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k 
1 0.471 935 4.2 
2 -0.014 710 7 3.2 
3 11.686 9 2.4 
13 
Table 2.4: The Ackland potential parameters used for Fe-Fe many-body interaction. 
For the many-body interactions, we use the parameters in Table 2.4 for the Fe-Fe 
interactions, and 
<f>Fe-P(r) - G) 2 </>FeFe(r) 
<f>p_p(r) - G) 4 </>FeFe(r). 
for the Fe-P and P-P interactions. The embedding functions are 
FFe(P) - -Vfi- 6.73141 X 10-4p2 + 7.65149 X 10-8p4 
Fp(p) - -Vfi + 0.00119503p2. 
2.1.3 Morse potential 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
The Morse potential [25, 26] is a simple pairwise potential, typically used to model di-
atomic molecules. It is also used to model some face-centred cubic metals for which a 
pairwise potential has been found to give a reasonable result. The Morse potential has 
also been used for other applications, such as to model Fe-P and P-P interactions, and 
applied to the modelling of P impurities in Fe [32]. 
The potential function is 
V(r) = D(e2a(ro-r) _ 2ea(ro-r)) (2.16) 
where r0 and D are respectively the interatomic distance and potential energy depth at 
equilibrium of the diatomic molecule. 
This potential has no built-in cut-off distance. Under the functional form above, 
V ( r) = 0 only for a single value r = ro - ': 2 • In order to implement the optimisation 
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described in section 2.2.1, it is necessary to modify the potential to have a cut-off distance. 
This is typically done by using a spline function beyond a certain distance at which the 
potential energy is small, to connect it smoothly to zero at the cut-off distance. 
The Morse potential is also unsuitable for modelling close-range interactions. This 
is because V(O) = D(e2aro - 2earo) is still a finite value. As such, as with the Ackland 
and other potentials, it is essential to use a close-range potential such as ZBL instead for 
interactions at very short distances. 
2.1.4 Stillinger-Weber potential 
The potential developed by Stillinger and Weber [27] can be used to model covalently-
bonded semiconductors such as silicon. These materials exhibit the diamond crystal 
structure. This structure is unsuitable for modelling by means of a pairwise potential, 
since such a potential cannot determine the diamond structure to be an energetically 
favourable configuration. Rather, pairwise potentials stabilise materials towards more 
compact structures in which each atom has many neighbours, such as the face-centred 
cubic and hexagonal close-packed structures. 
The Stillinger-Weber potential overcomes this difficulty by including a three-body 
term. This is specially designed to stabilise the angle between bonds in the diamond 
structure, which is cos-1(-k)"" 109.5°. 
The Stillinger-Weber potential function takes the form 
U = ~ J~.1 [v(rij) + k~i g(rik, r1k) ( cosOikj + D 2] (2.17) 
where (}ikj is the angle between the bonds ik and jk. It is readily seen that ( cosOikj + l) 2 
is zero when cos(}ikj = -k, and positive otherwise. The functions V and g are defined by 
V (ap) = { A(Bp-P- p-q) e(p-a)-• if p<a 0 if p?.a (2.18) 
{ ,\e7[(p,-a)-1+(P2-a)- 1] if P1 < a and P2 < a 0 if P1?.aorp2?.a (2.19) 
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for p, P~o P2 < a. It can be seen that these functions and their derivatives approach zero 
as p, P1, P2 --> a-. Thus V and g are continuous and have continuous first derivatives. 
The form of the function readily gives au as the cut-off distance of the potential. 
For Si, the parameters are A = 15.2849 eV, B = 0.602225, p = 4, q = 0, a = 1.8, 
A= 45.5323 eV, 'Y = 1.2, u = 2.0951 A. 
2.1.5 Tersoff potential 
The Tersoff potential, originally designed for the covalent C and Si systems [28], has also 
been adapted for modelling multi-element systems of covalently bonded atoms [29]. The 
potential is essentially a sum of interactions between pairs of atoms; however, it is not 
a true pairwise potential, since the interaction between two atoms depends not only on 
the distance between them but also on the local environment of each atom in the pair. 
The potential energy function is 
(2.20) 
where fn is a repulsive term like the first term in the Morse potential, fA is an attractive 
term, f c is a cut-off function that makes the potential zero smoothly over an interval 
between the first and second neighbour distances, and b;j is a many-body term. They are 
defined by 
fc(r;j) -
fn(r;j) -
fA(Tij) -
b;j -
(ij 
1 
1 1 COS ["(r;;-R;;)] 2+2 S;;R;; 
0 
if r ij ::; R;i 
if R;j < Tij < S;j 
if Tij ;::: Sij 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
Most of the two-element parameters are defined simply in terms of one-element param-
eters. Two of these are arithmetic means, A;j = !(A; + Aj) and /-!ij = ~ (p,; + P,j). A 
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further four are geometric means, Aij = JAAj and similarly Bij, R;j and Sij· This 
leaves only two element-pair parameters independent of the single-element parameters, 
Xij and Wij· These parameters are always 1 between atoms of the same element, and 
defined symmetrically (Xij = Xii) between atoms of different elements. 
c Si 
A (eV) 1.3936 X 103 1.8308 X 103 
B (eV) 3.4670 X 102 4.7118 X 102 
.X (A - 1) 3.4879 2.4799 
J.L (A-1) 2.2119 1.7322 
{3 1.5724 x 10-7 uooo x 10-6 
n 7.2751 x 10-1 7.8734 x 10-1 
c 3.8049 X 104 1.0039 X 105 
d 4.3840 1.6217 X 101 
h -5.7058 x 10-1 -5.9825 x 10-1 
R (A) 1.8 2.7 
s (A) 2.1 3.0 
Table 2.5: The Tersoff potential parameters for C and Si interaction. 
Table 2.5 gives the parameters for C-C and Si-Si interaction. Because of the way 
the Tersoff potential works, to model C-Si interactions one needs to know only these 
parameters and the element-pair parameters Xcsi = 0.9776 and Wcsi = 1. 
2.1.6 Coulomb potential 
In ionic compounds, the atoms are held together by attractive forces between positively 
and negatively charged ions. This attractive force is governed by a simple pairwise po-
tential function 
V,(r) = q1q2 
4nEor 
(2.26) 
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where q1 and q2 are the electrical charges of the respective ions and to ~ 8.85 x 10-12 C2 
N-1 m - 2 is the electrical permittivity of the vacuum. It can be readily seen that if Q1 and 
q2 are both positive or both negative, Vc(r) is positive and diverges to positive infinity as 
r -> 0, creating a repulsive force. On the other hand, if q1 and q2 are of opposite sign, 
Vc(r) is negative, causing the ions to be attracted to each other. 
When the separation distance is given in A, and the ionic charges are given in units 
of the elementary charge, the energy in e V can be thus calculated by 
Vc(r) = 14.3998 Q1q2. 
r 
(2.27) 
The Coulomb potential models only the interactions between atoms as the result of 
ionic charge. As such, this form by itself would cause positive and negative ions to 
come together to occupy the same point in space, which is impossible. In practice, the 
overlapping electron clouds of the two atoms will create a repulsive force between the 
atomic nuclei as the atoms approach each other, counterbalancing the ionic attraction. 
It is thus necessary to combine the Coulomb potential with another potential, such as 
the Buckingham potential [33], to take this into account. 
The Coulomb potential is long-ranged compared with most interatomic potentials. As 
such, a simple neighbour list implementation as described in section 2.2.1 is not an efficient 
and accurate means of evaluating Coulombic interactions. Instead, special algorihtms are 
used to evaluate the potential energy and forces that account for these interactions. An 
example is the Distributed Parallel Multipole Tree Algorithm (DPMTA), which is based 
on the Fast Multipole Method [34]. This reduces the process of evaluating the Coulomb 
potential for N atoms from O(N2 ) to O(NlogN) time complexity. 
2.1. 7 Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) potential 
The potential developed by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark [30] is a pairwise potential 
used to model close-range interactions. It is an improvement of the earlier screened 
Coulomb potential [35]. At small distances, the main interaction between atoms is the 
Coulombic repulsion of their nuclei. As the distance increases, the surrounding electrons 
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come into play, gradually screening the positive nuclear charges from each other and thus 
decreasing the repulsion. 
The ZBL potential function is thus obtained by multiplying the Coulombic potential 
energy between nuclei by a function ,P( r) that represents the electron screening. The 
potential energy in e V is defined by 
V(r) 
,P(r) 
14.3998 Z1Z2 ,P(r) 
r 
0.18175e-3.!998r/au + 0.50986e-0.94229r/au + 0.28022e-0.4029r/au 
+ 0.028171e-0.20162r/au 
0.468377 
where Z1 and Z2 are the atomic numbers of the elements being considered. 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
It can be seen that ,P(r) decreases towards zero as r increases, hence the ZBL potential 
is strictly repulsive. Since ,P(O) = 1, as r -+ 0 the potential energy approaches that of 
pure Coulombic repulsion between the nuclei of the two atoms. 
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Figure 2.1: The ZBL potential appplied to Fe-Fe interaction (solid line) and the potential 
energy associated with simple Coulombic repulsion of Fe nuclei (dashed line). 
At distances around and beyond the nearest neighbour distance of the atomic lattice, 
Coulombic repulsion of nuclei practically disappears and other forces predominate. Thus 
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the ZBL potential is useful only to model interactions at distances smaller than some 
value typically between 1 A and 2 A, as may occur during the simulation of a collision 
cascade. Therefore, it is common to configure simulations to use the ZBL potential only 
when the distance between atoms is sufficiently small, with a suitable potential chosen 
for greater distances and a connecting spline between the two. See section 2.1.8 for more 
about how this is done. 
2.1.8 Connecting spline function 
Often it is necessary to define a potential function to connect a potential used for close-
range interactions, such as the ZBL potential, to one used for interactions at distances 
around the bond lengths of the material and beyond. This connecting function is a single-
segment spline interpolation between the extremities of the distance ranges to which the 
two potentials are respectively applied. 
For this work, the functional form 
(2.31) 
was used for the spline function. A four-parameter functional form is used because it must 
be fitted to four known values in order to connect smoothly with the close-range potential 
and the potential used around the bonding distance, so that V(r) is.continuous and has 
continuous first derivatives across all r > 0. Since the forces acting at the intermediate 
distance are essentially repulsive, the function should have no local maximum or minimum 
within the range of distances to which it is applied, as would tend to occur if a simple 
polynomial function is used. Studies have shown that the exponential form that has been 
chosen tends to produce a strictly decreasing potential energy curve over the applicable 
range of distances. 
To fit the coefficients in the connecting function, we solve the simultaneous equations 
Vs(rL) - VLlr£) 
V~(rL) - V~(rL) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
20 
Vs(ru) 
V~(ru) 
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Vu(ru) 
V~(ru) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
where Vs is the connecting spline function, TL and ru are the lower and upper bounds of r 
for which Vs is being used, and VL and Vu are the pairwise components of the potentials 
chosen for r < rL and r > ru respectively. 
If a many-body potential is being used for r > ru, then its many-body component 
(what is left after Vu is subtracted) is applied across all atoms of elements to which it 
applies, regardless of their separation distance. Thus many-body effects are taken to apply 
across all separation distances, with pairwise interactions being calculated by a function 
dependent on the distance between atoms and added to the many-body component to 
determine the total potential energy. 
In this work, a connecting spline was used to connect the Ackland and ZBL potentials 
in the Au and Fe--P systems. For Au, the spline was used for the range 1.7 A< r < 2.85 A. 
This range was chosen as it was found to give a good approximation of the potential 
energy and force of the Ackland and ZBL potentials near its respective boundaries, and a 
good compromise between the predictions of both potentials over its range. Solving the 
equations of continuity gives 
Vs(r) = es.os776-2.293osr-!.13so6r2-o.o622234r'. (2.36) 
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate the continuity of this spline function with the Ackland and 
ZBL potentials. 
For the Fe and P system, the range over which the spline was applied was that used 
by Ackland. The spline functions are 
VFe-Fe(r) -
VFe-P(r) -
Vp_p(r) 
-
e 7.41227 -0.641807r-2.60435r2 -0. 626254r3 
e 10. 7619-10.0040r-4.98543r2 -1.25998r3 
e9.93828-8.56372r-3.45196r2-0.614538r' 
(1.0 < r < 2.05) 
(1.0 < r < 2.0) 
(0.9 < r < 2.5). 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
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Figure 2.2: Graph of V(r) for Au-Au interaction. The spline function connects the ZBL 
potential (r::; 1.7) and the pairwise part of Ackland's potential function (r;::: 2.85). 
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Figure 2.3: Graph of -V'(r) for Au-Au interaction. The spline function connects the 
ZBL potential (r::; 1.7) and the Ackland pairwise function (r;::: 2.85). 
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2.2 Molecular dynamics simulation 
The classical molecular dynamics (MD) approach uses a numerical algorithm to integrate 
Newton's equations of motion. The analytical first derivative of the potential function, 
with respect to the coordinates of the atoms in the system, gives the force acting upon 
the system. By using any of various numerical methods to integrate ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs), the trajectory of the atoms in the system can be simulated. 
This approach is adequate for the simulation of processes taking place over very 
small timescales. However, because of the high frequency of atomic vibrations, very 
small timesteps of the order of femtoseconds are needed. As such, simulations are often 
terminated after tens of picoseconds, because the approach cannot be used for longer 
timescales in a reasonable amount of computing time. 
The LBOMD software, developed at Loughborough University, implements molecular 
dynamics simulation. It can perform simulations of nanoindentation, collision cascades 
and simple diffusion. 
To advance the system from timestep to timestep, LBOMD uses the Velocity Verlet 
algorithm. Whilst being only a second-order method, its advantage over other numerical 
ODE integrators, such as the Runge-Kutta methods, is that it is symplectic, i.e. it pre-
serves Hamiltonian invariants, and hence is efficient at conserving the total energy of the 
system over a large number of timesteps [35]. 
The Velocity Verlet method advances the trajectory of atoms using a fixed finite 
timestep tlt. The position and velocity of atom i at each timestep are determined by 
[k+l] r[k] + vlkl tlt + F\k](tlt)2 (2.40) r; 
' ' 2m· 
' 
v!k+l] (Fikl + F[k+l])tlt 
-
vlkJ + ' ' (2.41) 
' ' 2m; 
where F\k] is the force vector acting upon atom i at the k'th timestep, and m; is the mass 
of atom i. 
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2.2.1 Cut-off distances and neighbour lists 
In principle, the formul a for t he total potential energy of the system considers all pos-
sible pairs of a toms in the system. This means that, for both pairwise and many-body 
potentials, if all interactions are included then calculation of the total potential energy 
of a system would be an O (N2) operation . 
In practice, there is nearly always a distance beyond which the interaction between 
two a toms becomes negligible. (The main exception is the Coulomb potential descri bed 
in section 2.1.6, for which other techniques are ty pically used .) Interatomic potentials 
ty picatly make use of this by having a cut-off distance, i.e. a distance beyond which t he 
potent ial energy associated with a pair of atoms is taken to be zero. By exclud ing such 
pairs of atoms from the calculations. the efficiency can be increased considerably. 
To achieve this improvement in efficiency, a neighbour list struclure is used. This 
lists, for every atom in the system, those atoms t hat are within t.he cut-off dis tance re 
plus a small defined length r8 • This small length creates a 'skin ' of atoms just outside a 
given atom s cut -off boundary. This a llows for some movement of the a toms be fore it is 
necessary to rebuild the neighbour list. 
The simplest way to build a neighbour llst is to ilerate t hrough all pairs of atoms and 
pick out those pairs wit hin the appropriate distance. However, this would take O(N2 ) 
time to perform. The process is therefore optimised using a spatial decomposit ion. This 
partitions space into a number of equal cuboid cells wit h every side length equal to 
at least the ma:>..'imum cut-off distance in the system plus the skin t hickness. That is, 
for lattice dimensions Lx x Ly x Lz, we have 1\if'C x Nfy x JYfz cells, each of dimensions 
lx x ly x lz . where lx, ly , lz >= re+ r8 • If t here are multip le interactions with different 
cut-off distances, then the maximum of them must be taken. T he algori thm assigns each 
atom in turn to the correc t cell , using a linked list structure so that the atoms of each 
cell can then be iterated through. This is an O(N) process. 
The spatial decomposit ion is t hen used to build the neighbour list of every atom in 
the system. An atom can have neighbours only in the same cell and in the immediately 
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F igure :2. ~1: Schetn<1t ic illust re~t io tt of the spatial decomposition method of build i ng lhe 
neighbou r list. The box of Hloms is partit ioned inl o cells, and Lhe algorillt nt looks through 
the ntom l ists of tlt e shaded c-ells for neighbours of the atom \\·ith a bold border . The 
result is Lhnt tlt <:' shaded a(otn ;.; c1 re picked out . fn thif-> ittstartce (1\'0 atoms are in the ski n 
- they do not inten:1cl with t be (·ent r al alo tn at t he momcnl. but arc inc;lucled in case 
Lhcy move to willtin l he cut-or-r r e~cli u s in l hc time between ncighbour list upciRtes. 
adjcH·enl cells (a ma:xilll ll lll or 27 cells): Pigurc 2. 1 illustrc\t cs th is. Tlw Rl gori t !Jm i lcrRtcs 
t hrouglt the cltOlll l ists of t hesp c<'J is to lind HtOtnS t hal arl' 11·i t lt itt l he reCtUir<'d distance. 
TIJUs builclillg l he ncig ltbour ]i:-,l ltns 0 ( D.V) lin t<' c-ontp lcx i ty. wlter<' D is lite mnxintunt 
li ([Jltber o f <l l OJJts i11 Cl cc!J of tltf' spat i<ll clccon tposil ioJJ . Since' I) gc-' ttNnlly IH\S <1 11 <'tsymp-
l ol ica ll.v li tH';\1· rPia! ionslt ip wit it t ltr nHtxitnunl rr ur tr bcr· of <Ill cl(onr·s neighbours. i t follows 
Lhal for s.vsterns or tiH' SFlll lC lllc1lc:>rinl in the same atomic density. t he l ime t<:lk<'ll t o build 
Lhc neighbour lisl incrensPs l inenrh· \.vit lt the syslcm size. 
To determin<' 'Yvlle ll it i s l inw to rPbuild t he ncigltbour list. c1t ('<1Ch step of the \ lD 
simuh1t ion <:1 measu r<'Incnt is tak<'n of how far lite atoms have ntOITd since the neighbour 
list was laf.it cons lruckd. Tf I he d ist anc<' bet wren any L1~·o atonrs nol in each other's 
neighbour lists has clccr<'asrd b.Y more t ha11 lhe skin thick ness. t ltcu il is possible that 
the two atoms have ruovcd to wi th in t·hc cul-off distance or each other. and therefore l hc 
pair needs to be illcluded in the polenlinl calculation. A simple O(N ) calculation is used 
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at each timestep to check for this possibility, which is to find the two atoms that are at 
the greatest distances from where they were when the current neighbour list was built. 
When the sum of these two greatest distances exceeds the skin thickness, the neighbour 
list is rebuilt. 
To calculate the potential energy and forces, only the interactions between atoms 
that are within each other's neighbour lists are considered. In equations such as (2.1) 
and (2.5), the j sums are taken to include only those atoms that are in the neighbour list 
of atom i. The result is the same as that which would be calculated by including all atom 
pairs ( i, j) in the sum; using the neighbour list simply speeds up the process, reducing 
the time complexity of the potential calculation from O(N2) to O(DN). 
2.2.2 Boundary conditions 
A molecular dynamics simulation always takes place over a finite set of atoms over a 
finite space. Often it is desirable to treat this space as a section of a larger body of 
material. This is achieved by implementing periodic boundary conditions (PBC) in the 
simulation. Effectively, the box of atoms is treated as if space is tiled with identical copies 
of it extending indefinitely. 
In a given simulation, PBC may be used in any or all of the three dimensions. A 
simulation involving a surface, such as adatom diffusion, would be carried out with PBC 
in two dimensions. Simulations involving bulk material, on the other hand, are generally 
performed using PBC in all three dimensions. 
PBC affect which atoms interact with each other, and hence influences the evaluation 
of the potential. It also influences how the atom positions are updated, so that the atom 
coordinates, in those dimensions where PBC are active, are always within those that 
define the box. 
When evaluating the potential energy and forces, it is necessary to consider which 
atoms interact with each other not only within the box, but also across periodic bound-
aries. These atoms are identified as part of the process of building the neighbour lists. If 
the x dimension has PBC, then in the spatial decomposit ion used in building the neigh-
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bour list. cells with 0 S x < lx and Lx - lx ~ :r < Lx are t reated as adjacent to each 
other if their ranges of y and z arc equal or adjacent. 
\Vhen building the neighbour list, a not<' is made of the direction(s) in which a neigh-
bour crosses a periodic boundary. This information is then used when evaluating the 
potential Ftnd forces in order t o calculate the interaction distance between Lhc atoms. 
Figure 2.5 illustrates the principle. For example, if atom j is across the periodic bound-
ary only in the positive x direction relative t o atom i, then the distance between the 
points (:r7 ,J)t, Zi) and (xj + Lx,Yi,z1 ) must be taken. 
Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of pcriodk boundary conditions applied in a single 
dimension. The rectangle represents the box within which the simulFttion takes place. 
and the ~haclcd circles t he atoms withiu it. which arc the only atoms included in the 
simula.t ion cl <tta. This arrangement of atoms is considered to repeat itself ciLhr r sidr of 
the box (uushacled a toms) . CouscqurnUy, Lhc distance Tij is taken to be the dis tance 
between t he atom i and t he atom j' in the adjacent periodic cell corresponding to j. 
2 .2.3 Parallel processing 
i\Iolecular dynamics simulation is inherently a computationally intensive process. One 
r<.'ason is the very small timesteps, typically of the order of femtoseconds, that are required 
to lllOdcl Lllc atomic vibrations. The second reason is the large number of atoms in a 
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typical system. The angstrom scale of the interatornic distances means that billions of 
atoms are required to model systems of any size approaching even a cubic micron. 
This second cause of computational intensiveness can be countered by employing 
many processors to perform the simulation, dividing the work of evaluating the potential 
energy and forces at each timestep betw~en the processors. 
The simplest form of parallel MD is an atom decomposition (AD) method. In this 
approach, each atom is assigned to a processor, and remains assigned to the same pro-
cessor t hroughout the simulation. Each processor has N / P atoms assigned to it, where 
P is the number of processors. The processor to which an atom is assigned is responsible 
for calculating the forces acting on it and for updating its velocity and position vectors. 
The inefficiency of the AD method is that each processor must know the coordinates of 
all N atoms in the system at any time. Thus under a message-passing parallel paradigm, 
each processor has its own copy of the system, occupying a very large amount of memory 
and taking a significant amount of time to communicate the information between proces-
sors. However, using a shared memory parallel machine, in which all processors share a 
single copy of the atomistic system, AD is an efficient parallelisation technique, and its 
simplicity can be an advantage. 
A variation of the AD technique is a force decomposition (FD) [36). Under this 
method, the force matrix is decomposed into rectangular blocks to be assigned to pro-
cessors. Each block has two sets of atoms associated with it: the exerting atoms and the 
receiving atoms. Each processor calculates the effect of its block's exerting atoms upon 
its block's receiving atoms. The forces on each receiving atom are consolidated into a 
local sum, which is then summed across all blocks having the same receiving atom set in 
order to update the position and velocity of each atom. The FD technique thus requires 
less communication between processors than AD, since each processor needs to know 
only the positions of atoms in its exerting and receiving sets. In an optimal setup with 
a square number of processors assigned N/VP x Nj/P blocks of the force matrix, the 
number of atom positions required by each processor is 2N/VP - Nf P. The subtracted 
-~---- -----------------
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lcrm is achieved by a permutation of the force matrix so that every block has N / P atoms 
in the intersect ion of its exerting and receiving sets. 
An alternative, implemented in LBOMD, is the spatial decomposition (SD) approach. 
The box of atoms is subdivided into P cuboid regions. Each processor has assigned to it. 
til e atoms t hat arc wi thin its region. This is similar to the atom decomposition approach. 
except that a rigid principle determines which processor an atom is assigned lo. and atoms 
eau move between processors. The as ignment of atoms to processors by location can 
considerably reduce the amount of commumcation between processors compared with 
AD and FD. 
Under SD. the only information that needs to be constantly passed between processors 
is the positions of t he atoms that are near the boundaries of the atom regions. This 
enables each processor to calculate the potential energy and force applied to every atom 
within its region, by having the coordinates of the atoms in neighbouring regions that 
may be neighbours of its own atoms. It is convenient if each processor maintains a list 
of atoms t hat it needs to pass to each of its neighbouring regions. At any time Lhc 
neighbour list of any atom is a subset of the set of atoms that the procc. sor to which 
it is a.-signed has either in its own region or passed from neighbouring regions. For this 
reason, the list of atoms who e coordinates are com municated between procc ors need 
to br updated only just before t he neighbour list is updated. 
or course, an atom can lllOVC' from one SD region to another. vVhcn l his happens, 
I be processor Lo which it is assigned changes. This guarantees that the aLom rorrcrtly 
interacts with other atoms in its new region. Similarly, this needs to be done only when 
atoms have moved sufficiently that it is time to rebuild the neighbour list . Thu when i t i 
timr to build the neighbour list. there ar<' three stages lo the process: moving any atoms 
that need to be moved between processors. building the list of atoms whose coordinates 
will be pa sed to each neighbouring cell, and building the neighbour list itself. 
Spat ial decomposition as an approach to parallel MD is separate from the spatial 
decomposition used to optimise the process of building the neighbour list as described in 
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section 2.2.1. When SD parallelisation is used, the regions that are assigned to processors 
are in t urn subdivided in order to build the neighbour list. 
2.3 Accelerated dynamics methods 
Some atomic-scale processes, such as diffusion, are made up of events that rely on a 
significant amount of energy being localised in order for them to happen, and are therefore 
infrequent on the t imescale of atomic vibrations. As such, classical MD simulation is 
very limited in its ability to model these processes. Some studies of diffusion have been 
successfully carried out using MD simulation, but the accuracy of any results obtained is 
inherently limited by the accessible MD timescale. 
To enable longer timesca.les to be modelled, several accelerated dynamics methods 
have been developed, studied and reviewed [3]. This section gives a summary of some of 
these techniques. 
All of the accelerated dynamics methods are based to some extent on transition state 
theory (TST) [3, 37], a model that describes the dynamics of a system in terms of tran-
sitions between metastable states. This theory makes it possible to estimate actual tran-
sition times from the times that the transitions take under the accelerated conditions. 
A useful approximation to TST is harmonic transition state theory (hTST) [38], which 
provides a simple means of estimating the transition probabilities and escape times if the 
energy barriers are known. A brief description of hTST will be given in Chapter 6. 
Some of the techniques work on the principle that an atomic system can be regarded 
as a high-dimensional potentia1 field. That is, a system of N atoms has 3N degrees 
of freedom, and can therefore be considered as a 3N-dimensional potentia1 surface in 
which each coordinate denotes one of the three position coordinates of a single atom. 
Transitions then correspond to the saddle points of this surface. The minimum amount 
of energy required for a transition to occur is then determined by the height of the saddle 
point . 
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2.3.1 P arallel replica dynamics 
Section 2.2.3 describes methods of parallelising a single MD simulation. Parallel replica 
dynamics (PRD), developed by Voter [4], is an alternative way of utilising multiple pro-
cessors, by effectively running a separate MD simulation on each. This is the simplest of 
all accelerated dynamics techniques. 
The system is replicated across all the processors being used. Each processor then 
carries out a classical MD simulation, with an initial dephasing stage so that each proces-
sor follows a different trajectory. During the dephasing stage, the velocities of all atoms 
that are allowed to move arc randomised periodically. 
\t\fhen a transition has occurred in one copy of the system, all processors stop exploring 
the phase space. In a typical system, the escape time follows an exponential distribution, 
with the probability density function 
e-t/r 
p(t) = - . 
T 
(2.42) 
Under this cond ition, it has been shown that the total accumulated time (exclud ing the 
de phasing stage) over all of the replicas is a reasonable estimate of the time that the 
discovercrl transit ion would have taken to occur. 
Since a transition occurs when sufficient energy is localised, it is possible that another 
transition will occm during the excitation period resulting from this localisation of energy. 
This may be a transition back to the original state, or to a new state. The typical length 
of time for which this excitation period continues after the init ial transition is known as 
the correlation t ime, since any transition occurring during this time is correlated with the 
transition that led to it . To accommodate for this possibHity, the trajectory that led to 
the transition is followed for a length of simulation time equal to at least the correlation 
time, in order to catch any correlated transition that may occur. Then, in order to find 
further transitions from the new state, the new configuration is replicated and the process 
begins again. 
The efficiency of PRD depends on the average time t aken for a transition to occur 
compared with the correlation t ime. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the simulation 
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time clock is not incremented during the dephasing stage, since dephasing is a process 
to generate different initial conditions for each processor and not part of the evolution of 
the system. Secondly, during the post-transition correlation time only one processor is at 
work, preparing the system for the next replication. A further cause of slowdown lies in 
the process of detecting that a transition has occurred. A possible way of implementing 
this is t o perform a steepest descent or conjugate gradient relaxation at intervals, and 
compare the resulting configuration of atoms with that of the potential energy basin of 
the state from which it came. The efficiency of the process therefore also depends on 
choosing an optimal time interval at which to check for a transit ion. 
However , PRD has its benefits compared with classical MD simulation parallelised in 
the syst em size domain. Firstly, for systems with a relatively small number of atom , any 
of the decomposition-based parallel MD approaches could result in a significant amount of 
t ime being spent communicating between processors compared with that spent evaluating 
the potential energy and forces. Thus PRD is useful as a means of modelling the evolution 
of small systems over longer timescales rather than as a technique for modelling larger 
systems. Effectively, it achieves parallelisation in the time domain rather than that of 
t he number of atoms in the system. 
A second respect in which PRD can outperform parallel classical MD is if the proces-
sors are unbalanced in speed or load. Load imbalance is especiall; liable to occur when 
using an atom-based or region-based decomposition scheme if p:ll"ts of the system vary 
in atomic density or in the computational cost of the potentials being used. Under PRD, 
since each processor evolves a trajectory independently of the others, there is no latency 
during the parallel parts of the simulation caused by processors waiting for each other 
to finish their timesteps before they can proceed with the next. Each processor can run 
at its own speed, meaning that the only time a processo'" is idle is after a transition has 
been recorded, while waiting for one processor to follow through the system for correlated 
events. 
Syst ems studied using PRD have included an Ag(111) island-on-island configura-
tion [3). On a system of thirty-two 1-GHz Pentium Ill processors, the method took five 
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day. to reach a simulation time of 1 ~ts at a temperature of 400 K. The atoms of the 
upper island were found to sink completely into the lower island after 0.45 fLS. 
2 .3.2 Hyperdynamics 
The hypcrdynamics technique [7, 8] adds a bias to the potential function defining t he 
system. The bias potential is a function that is non-negative a t all points and zero at the 
dividing surfaces between states. This effectively reduces the energy barrier enabling the 
system to move from state to state more quickly. while preserving the relative probabilities 
of the various possible escape paths. 
The process of constructing a bias potential is a complex topic. One possibility is 
to make use of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of the system. Since the lowest 
eigcnva lue is always negative at the dividing surface, the bias potential can be made zero 
wherever t he lowest eigenvalue is zero or negative, and a function of the lowest eigenvalue 
otherwise. It is also common to make the bias potential a function of the two lowest 
cigenvalues and 9tv· the projection of the force vector onto the lowest eigenvector. 
Evaluat ing and diagonalising the Hessian is a computationally expensive process, but 
an iterative numerical method has been devrloped that can be used to calculate the two 
lowest cigenvalues using only first derivatives of the potential function [8]. 
The computat iOJwl speed-up achieved by hyperdynamics depends on two factors: the 
boost factor ach ieved by the bias potential and th computational overhead involved in 
cvaluR.ting it. The boost factor is determined by 
thyper = ( e6.V(r )/kaT) 
tMo 
(2.43) 
where 6 V is the bias potential funct ion. ka is Boltzmann ·s constant, T is temperature 
and the average is taken over successive timesteps. It follows that the boost factor 
decn~ases exponentially with increasing temperature (3] . For hyperdynamics to achieve 
the aim of speeding up a simulation, it is important that the bias potential achieves a 
sufficiently high boost factor to be worth the computational cost of evaluating it. This 
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temperature dependence of the boost factor means that constructing an efficient bias 
potential becomes more challenging if higher temperatures are to be modelled. 
A weakness of hyperdynamics is that it is necessary to decide in advance the height 
of the bias potential at the potential energy minima. If this is too low, then the boost 
factor can be considerably sub-optimal. If the bias is too high, the technique will tend 
to miss some of the transitions with lower energy barriers. 
Voter [8] has tested the hyperdynamics method by applying it to two Ag surface 
self-diffusion problems. The first of these is an adatom on the Ag( lOO) surface. At a 
temperature of 400 K, the bias potential used achieved a boost factor of 1356, with each 
MD step taking approximately 30 times that of a classical MD step on the same system, 
giving a net computational boost of 45. The second system studied was an island of 11 
atoms on an Ag(lll) surface at 300 K. In this system, the island atoms generally moved 
as a cluster, including many hops between the fee and hcp stacking positions. 
Hyperdynamics has been studied extensively by Sanz-Navarro (39, 40], who also used 
it to study Ag surface diffusion. In these studies, an approximate method [39] was used 
to calculate the forces acting on the system as a result of the bias potential, without the 
need to evaluate 9Ip· This approximation was found to give satisfactory results in test 
systems, and for both a single adatom and an 11-atom cluster on the Ag(lOO) surface. 
2.3 .3 Temperature-accelerated dynamics 
The temperature-accelerated dynamics (TAD) method [5, 6] works by evolving an MD 
trajectory at a temperature higher than that at which the evolution is to be predicted. 
A basin-constrained MD (BCMD) is used, in which the trajectory is reflected back into 
the basin when it tries to escape. This generates a list of escape paths and times, from 
which it is possible to estimate the expected t ime at which each transition would occur 
at the temperature of interest. 
In this process, it is essential to filter out transitions that will not occur as a result 
of the energy constraints at the lower temperature. Once the BCMD simulation has run 
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for sufficient time, the transition with the lowest escape time is accepted and the TAD 
procedure is started again in order to find the next t ransition. 
TAD relies on hTST to caJculate the escape time at the temperature of interest. This 
escape time can be determined by 
t - t . eE(l /Ttow- 1/ Thigh)/ka low - lugh (2.44) 
where Thigh is the temperature at which the TAD simulation is being run, Ttow is the 
temperature at which the dynamics are to be predicted, thigh is the time the system takes 
to leave the basin at Thigh and E is the activation energy of the transition. The BCMD 
trajectory can be stopped once it has run for a time of 
t _ U m tn low ,mm ln(l/K) (1/ . t . ) 'now/T,,igh 
stop- 1/min ln(l /c5) (2.45) 
where 1/min is an assumed lower bound of the attempt frequency, itow,min is the minimum 
of all escape times determined for Ttow and 6 is a parameter determining the desired 
accuracy of the simulation. When this time has elapsed , we have a confidence factor 
of 1 - 8 that the transition tha.t gave the escape time of itow,min is indeed the expected 
escape from the initial state. The boost factor is thus tt~w,mi•• . 
sLop 
TAD is especially suited to being used in conjunction with classical MD to model 
crystal gTowth. By using TAD interspersed with classical MD simulat ions to model the 
deposition events, experimenta.l timescales have been reached for Ag/ Ag(lOO) [6] and 
Cu/ Ag(lOO) [41] systems at temperatures up to 70 K 
2.3.4 Kinetic Monte Carlo 
The kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) approach is different from other accelerated dynamics 
methods in that MD simulation is not used. Instead, a method is used for finding the 
possible transitions from state to state, the associated energy barriers and hence the 
probability and expected escape time of each. From this informat ion, at each step of the 
KMC process a transition from the current state is chosen at random, weighted according 
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to the relative probabilities. Chapter 6 explains in detail the KMC method and how it 
is applied in this project. 
However, the list of transitions can be very large, making it difficult to compile an 
adequate catalogue of transitions for use in KM C. The approach used by Henkelman and 
J6nsson [9J is to build a catalogue on the fl.y of transitions from each state encountered 
during the process. This is known as on-the-fly KMC (OFKMC). To build the catalogue 
of transitions, the dimer method is used. This method is described in Chapter 3. Systems 
that have been studied using OFKMC with the dimer method include island ripening of 
20 atoms deposited on an Al(lOO) surface [9]. In this system, the adatoms joined to make 
a single island in its most compact shape after 65 270 transitions. This system took about 
a week of computer time to simulate on a single-processor system. 
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Chapter 3 
The dimer method 
3.1 Barrier calculation m ethods 
A number of techniques have been used in the past to determine the energy barriers of 
transit ions between states in atomistic systems. These methods generally fall into two 
categories. The first category consists of methods used to determine the transition barriers 
between known initial and final states. T he second category is t hose methods that, given 
only an initial configuration of atoms, can discover transitions that are possible from this 
state and calculate their energy barriers. Methods of both kinds generally work on the 
principle of representing a system of N atoms as a 3N -dimensional potential surface, as 
described in the introduction to section 2.3. 
3.1.1 Molecular statics 
Molecular statics (MS) (42] is a means of calculating t he energy barrier of a t r ansition 
given its initial and final states, based on a simple constrained optimisation. Let R and 
R1 be the position vectors denoting the initial and final states of the transition path to 
be examined. The function 
R (a) = (1 - a) R + aRJ 
37 
(3.1) 
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is evalnatcd for a .·et of values a E (0, 1). The sy tern is relaxed using an optimisalion 
algorit.hm such as a steepest dcsc<'nt or conjugate gradient method, starting from <'ach 
R (o) in turn. fixing Lhe vector component parallel to Rf- R i in each cas<'. This produces 
a sequence of minimum energy levels at successive positions along the transition path. 
T he relaxed configuration having t he highest energy level along the path is taken to be 
the saddle point of the potential surface, and the difference between its energy level and 
that of the init ia l state is taken to be the energy barrier. Typically a set of equally-spaced 
Q values is used , and this also makes it possible to plot the energy profile of the transit ion 
path. HO\\·cver. the relaxed configurations for . uch a ample of a values is unlikely to 
includ<> the actual saddle point and therefore the exact energy barrier. A line optimisation 
algorHhm, such as a golden section search, can be used to find more accurately the value 
of ex that gives the highest relaxation energy and therefore the energy barrier. 
An MS calculation uses derivatives of the potential only to the order required by 
the undCI·lying optlmisation algorithm chosen to relax each configuration. The steepest 
descent and conjugate gradient algorithms bot h rely only on firs t derivatives. so using 
such an algorithm for the rcla.xations gives a barrier calculation method that does not 
involve the calcula tion of the second or higher derivat ives. 
The ~IS technique has been used previously to st ud ' the behaviour of. elf-inters! itia l 
ddcct s in hcp Zr. bee :\ lo 142] and bee Fe 12. 42]; t hese Fe studies ,,·ere carried out using 
older potcntials [1 ' . 43] than that used in Cha pter 5 of this work 
3 .1.2 The nudged elastic band method 
An alternative to molecular statics is the nudged clastic band (:-l'EB) mcthoc!l44]. which 
is an example of a chain-of-state method that u es only first derivatives of the potential 
function. In cha in-of-states met hods, several points on the 3 -dim<>nsionat potential 
surfare. denoting di tinct images of the atomistic system, are connected in sequenc to 
lrace out a path. Two of these images are fixE>d; these are the init ial and final states of 
lhe system. and they serve as the cndpoints of the chain. Under :-l'EB, clastic prings of 
zc•ro natural length connect successive images of the system. An iterative method similar 
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to an MD simulation is used to converge the sequence of images towards the minimum 
energy path between the initial and final states. The saddle point is then the ma-ximum 
energy point along this path, giving the energy barrier of the transition. The effective 
force acting upon image i of the system is determined by 
(3.2) 
where F(R ) is the force vector acting on the image as determined by the potential 
function, F f is the spring force vector , 'i\ is the unit vector parallel to t he elastic band's 
tangent at image i, f is a switching function and </>i is the angle between the vectors 
R - R - 1 and R +1 - R. The vectors F(R ).l and Ff.l are defined by 
and the function f by 
{ 
~ ( 1 + cos ( 7r cos </>)) 
! (</>) = 
1 
if _ !!: < "'<!!: 2 ¥' 2 
otherwise. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The form of F i causes the spring forces to act only along the local tangent of the 
elastic band, while the true forces are projected onto the normal hyperplane before being 
applied. This means that t he spring forces and true forces do not interfere with each 
other, bringing about an approximately equal spacing between images while allowing the 
minimum energy path to be determined correctly. This eliminates some of the problems 
with NEB's predecessor , the plain elastic band method [44], in which the spring forces 
could prevent the minimum energy path from being correctly determined, or the forces 
acting on individual images could cause the images to slide down from the saddle point. 
The term involving J(</>i) is to counteract kinks in the path that may otherwise occur in 
some systems. 
A limitation of NEB is that it remains possible that two consecutive images remain 
either side of the saddle point being sought, meaning that t he ener gy barrier of the 
transition is not accurately determined. A refinement of NEB, the climbing image NEB 
method [45], eliminates this problem as follows. After a number of iterations of regular 
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. 'EB, the highest-energy link of the chain is chosen to be a 'climbing image'. This image 
Lhen ha. it. effective force determined not by equation 3.2, but instead by 
(3.5) 
·t .. e. Lhc spring force is ignored for this image, and the actual force is reflected in the 
direction of t he tangent vector. By continuing the process under this modification, the 
climbing image will eventually converge to the saddle point. 
3.1.3 Mode-following algorithms and the dimer method 
An inherent weakness of the MS and NEB methods is the need to specify the initial and 
final states between which the t ransition barrier is to be found. As such , one needs a 
preconception of what transition mechanisms exist in order to apply the methods. In 
many ~ysLems, int uit ion will not determine all possible transit ions in the system. It is 
especially likely that co-operative transitions, i.e. transitions t hat rely on two or more 
atoms moving together, will be missed. We t herefore need a method that can find these 
transitions given only the initial state of the system. 
Such met hods exist that work by following the modes of the system. i.e. the paths on 
t.hc potential surface determined by tlw eigenvectors of the potential's Hessian matrix. 
By dimbing 'up the hill' in various directions from th(~ initial state, saddle points on 
the potential surface. and hence transitions in the atomistir system being studied , can 
be located without having to know the fina l states of the transitions in advance. Thrsc 
mode-following algorithms [46, 47] have existed for many years. However, a disadvantage 
of the tradit ional mode-following methods is that they rely on the ability to evaluate 
the Hessian matrix, typically by taking an analytical ccond derivative of the potential 
function. and then to calculate its invrrse. For atomistic systems of significant size. 
the evaluation and inversion of the Hessian matrix are very computationally inten ive 
operations. 
The dimcr method [10] is a modern example of a mode-following algorithm. Like 
the older methods, it makes no assumptions about the transitions that may occur from 
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the initial state. The d ifference is that the dirner method achieves greater efficiency 
by eliminating the need to evaluate the Hessian matrix. Instead, it uses only the first 
derivat ive of the potential energy function. 
The method involves the manipulation of a 'dimer', which consists of two nearby 
points on the potential surface, representing two slightly different configurations of the 
atoms. These points remain a small constant distance apart throughout the process. 
First t he dimer is rotated to a line of lowest curvature of the potent ial surface, since any 
saddle point will lie on such a line. The djmer is then t ranslated 'up the hill ' towards 
the saddle point, and the pattern of rotations and translations is repeated until a saddle 
is found. By starting the method at a number of different points around the potential 
energy minimum, and using different initial orientations of the dirner, different transitions 
can be found . 
T he dimer method has previously been used to find transitions of an Al adatom on 
an Al(l OO) surface. In this work, it is applied to Au adatom diffusion on Au(100) m 
Chapter 4 and to the diffusion of defects in bulk Fe and Fe-P in Chapter 5. 
3 .2 The standard algorithm 
This section explains the dimer method as described by Henkelman [10]. Section 3.3 
describes ways in which the algorithm has b een varied and adapted in this work. 
The following algorithm parameters are defined : 
!::::.R Dimer half-axis length 
UJ Small angular increment used for rotation 
!::::.t Timestep used in translation steps 
Tr Rotational force tolerance 
Tt Translational force tolerance 
The state of the dimer search is determined by two vectors in 3N-dimensional space. 
These are R , the position vector of the midpoint of the dimer on the potential surface, 
and N, a unit vector that determines the dimer axis. Several variables are calculated 
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from this information. Of these, the main ones arc R 1 and R 2, the position vectors of 
the two points that constitute the dimer, and F 1 and F 2 , the vectors of the forces acting 
upon the system in the configurations rC'presentecl by R 1 and R 2 respectively. 
3.2 .1 Init ialisation 
A dimer search is always star ted near a local minimum in the potential surface. T his 
is a point of stable equilibrium in the field which can be found by a damped classical 
dynamics simulation or any suitable optimisation algorit hm [48] . The dimer vector N 
is a random unit vector, which is typically generated by assigning to each coordinate a 
random number conforming to a uniform or normal distribution, and then scaling the 
whole vector so that it is of unit length. If the sys tem has fixed atoms the components 
of the dimcr vector corresponding to these must be set to zero. Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 
give more information on fixing atoms and generating the initial dimer vector. 
The endpoinLs of the dimer arc set by 
R + 6.RN 
R - 6.RN 
and this relation between R 1, R 2 , R and N is preserved throughout the process. 
3. 2. 2 Rotation 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
If R is fixed then the dimcr will be on a lowest curvature mode when its energy is 
at a minimum. T his is achieved by rotating the dimer about R so t hat the rotational 
component F .L of the force act ing upon t he dimer. defined by 
F .L = F - (F . N) N (3. ) 
tends towards zero, where 
(3.9) 
Figure 3.1 illustrates how the rotational force is derived. A plane in which to rotate is 
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Figure 3.1: Deriving the rotational force on the dimer. 
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chosen by either a steepest descent method or a conjugate gradient method. This is done 
by generating a unit vector e, perpendicular to N. The vectors N and e then form a 
basis that spans the rotation plane. In the steepest descent approach to rotation, e is 
simply a unit vector parallel to p .L . 
A second image of the dimer (Figure 3.2) is specified by 
R~ - R + (N cos MJ + e sin UJ) 6.R 
R; - R - (N cos 8B + e sin M) 6.R, 
and the corresponding forces Fi and F2 and the difference F* are calculated. 
Calculating t he amount of rotation 
(3.10) 
(3. 11) 
There are several ways in which the change in rotational force can be used to estimate 
the amount of rotation needed to bring the dimer to a lowest curvature mode. The most 
basic of these methods is a simple adaptation of Newton 's method. The derivative of F , 
the scalar magnitude of the rotational force as the dimer rotates, can be approximated 
by 
dF F * · G* - F · e 
F' = dB ~ 6B . 
Then the angle by which the dimer will be rotated in this step is 
F . e + F* . e· 6.B =---~--2F' 
------ - ------------ ----
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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Figure 3.2: Unit basis vectors and the rotational force in initial and displaced positions. 
An alternative is to use a sinusoidal fit . W hen t he dimer is rotated through an angle B, 
the rotational force acting on it can be approximated by 
S(O) = A sin 2(G- a) (3. 14) 
for somr A and a. It is readily seen that S(B) = 0 when{)= a. The problem is t hus that 
of determining the value of a . Different ial ing <'quat ion (3.14) gives 
S'(O) = 2A cos 2(0 - a). 
Combining equatioJJs (3.14) and (3.15) t.ht'll gives 
S(O) 1 
S'(B) = 2 tan 2(e- a). 
At 0 = 0, this reduces to 
F 1 F' = 2 tan( - 2a) 
:::::} !J.B ~ a: = -i tan- 1 (~). 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.1 ) 
This formula turned out to be variable in its performance - the number of force 
evaluations was sometimes greater, and , ometimes less. than that for the same syslem 
using Lhc Newton method. 
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Conjugate gradient choice of rotation p lane 
An alternative method of choosing the rotation plane is to use a conjugate gradient 
approach. Instead of rotating in the plane spanned by N and p .L, the conjugate vector 
G.l is calculated, and the plane of rotation will then be spanned by N and G.i . 
The formulae involved are a variation of the traditional conjugate gradient algorithm. 
For the first rotation, G .l = F .l is taken. Subsequently, for the i 'th rot ation, 
where 
a .Lfi] = p .l(i] + 'Y 
1
a .lfi-l] 
1 
e **fi- 1], 
e **[i-1] 
_ <§li-l] cos ~eli- l J _ :N\i-1] sin ~e\i- 1] 
(F .ifiJ _ p .ili- 1J) . p .ifiJ 
'Y - F .l\i-1] . p .i\i- 1] 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21 ) 
At each step, e is defined as a unit vector parallel to G.i instead of y ..L . Rotation is 
then carried out within the plane spanned by :N and e . 
3.2.3 Translation 
When the dimer 's energy has been minimised by rotation, a translation step is carried 
out. To do this, the resultant force F R = F 1 + F 2 is calculated. The component of this 
force along the dimer axis is F il = (FR · N) N. An effective force is defined by 
{ 
- F II if C > 0 F t = -
F R - 2F II if c < 0 
(3.22) 
where C = (F 2 - F 1) · N is a measure of curvature along the dimer axis. C is positive 
when this cross-section is convex downwards, as when near a minimum in the potential. 
In this case, the effective force is defined so that it helps the dimer to quickly leave 
t he potential energy basin (Figure 3.3). When the dimer is nearer the saddle point , C 
becomes negative and then the reflected force is used to converge the dimer towards the 
saddle point (Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.3: Effective force along dimer axis for C 2 0. 
Figure 3.4: Effective force a reflected resultant force for C < 0. 
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This effective force is used to move the dimer 'up the hill' by a simple modification 
of a classical dynamics simulation, known as the 'quick-min' method. The movement is 
governed by these equations: 
y t[il t:::.t (3.23) 
m 
t:::.R iiJ - ( v !i-1J + 6 ~!iJ ) t:::.t (3.24) 
n ( t:::. v !iJ . v li-lJ ) 
V liJ - t:::.V t 1 + t:::.VIiJ . t:::.VIiJ . (3 .25) 
The symbol m represents mass, but can be considered a mere scaling parameter. This 
project uses the value m = 2, effectively taking the unit of mass to be that of a single 
image of the system being considered. 
The formula for V li/ streamlines the velocity so that only the component of the velocity 
parallel to the current effective force is remembered between steps. 
If y [i-1) . y t[iJ < 0, the dimer is considered to have overshot the saddle point. In this 
case, the velocity at the start of the step is reset to zero, by taking the step using the 
alternative equations 
3.3 Adaptations 
t:::. v !il t:::.t 
2 
v !iJ _ t:::. v liJ. 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
In this project, a number of adaptations to the dimer method were implemented. There 
are two basic kinds of adaptations involved. The first is to set up the dimer searches 
in a way that is suited to the problems being studied. The second kind of adaptation, 
described from section 3.3.5 onwards, consists of modifications to the algorithm of the 
dimer method itself to make it more efficient . 
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3.3.1 Generating the initial configuration 
The potenl ial energy basin in which a dimer search is started represents the state from 
which transitions are to be found. Throughout this work, simple defect structures have 
been constructed and used for this. In the work of Chapter 4, this defect structure is an 
a.dFtLom on a surface. In the work of Chapters 5 and 6, defect structures that were used 
as starting configurations include an isolated vacancy, a vacancy next to a subsLi tutional 
impurity atom and an interstitial atom forming a dumbbell with another atom in the 
latl ice. 
Since defects often increase or decrease the number of atoms locally, the number of 
atoms in a system containing an isolated defect. generally differs slightly from the number 
of atoms in a perfect lattice of the same material and volume. T his in turn affects the 
climensionality of the potential smface. Let N p be the number of atoms in a perfect 
lattice of the desired size. To construct the initial configuration, first a perfect lat ti ce is 
coustructecl, and then a defect is added. The defect adds an atom, giving N = N p + 1, 
in the case of an adatom (Chapter 4) or interstitial defect (sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4). On 
the other hand, a vacancy defect, such as those of sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 subtracts an 
atom giving = p - 1 atoms in the system. 
It is necessary that the system is near a potential energy minimum before a search 
is carrird out. To ensure this. after constructing the lattice and placing a defect in it. 
the systrm is relaxed to a stable equilibrium by using a conjugate gradient minimisation 
nwthocl. 
3.3 .2 Fixed and free atoms 
The number of degrees of freedom in the system can be reduced by considering only a 
small su bsct of the atoms to be allowed to move. This has been achieved by defining a 
region of free atoms around the defect from which transit ions are to be found. For the 
Au surface work of Chapter 4, a spherical region was used. For the work in Chapter 5 
involving Fe and Fe P bulk systems, a cubic region was used . All atoms outside the 
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defined region are fixed. In the calcu lations of the force act ing upon the system, t he force 
components on all fixed atoms were taken to be zero. Consequently the components of 
the dimer vector corresponding to fixed atoms remai n zero at all t imes, and the position 
coordinates of t hese atoms does not change during the steps of the dimer method. 
The number of free atoms requ ired to give good results varies from system to system , 
and there is no knovvn systematic way of determining the optim.um number for any 
system. ln t his work it was found suffi cient to use fewer than lOO free atoms for the 
surface system. To study bulk defects, a much larger number of free atoms was required; 
generally between 200 and 500 free atoms gave good resul ts once the periodic relaxation 
of fixed atoms as described in section 3.3.4 was implemented. 
3.3.3 Generating the initial dimer vector and displacement from 
the minimum 
A region around the defect was also used to generate t he init ial dim er vector N. The 
atoms in this region are a subset of the free a toms. Figure 3.5 illustrates the relative size 
of this region a nd the region of free atoms. To generaLe t he dimer vector. each componenL 
corresponding to an atom in t he region was given a random value in the interval [- 1, 1], 
and all other components were set to zero. The vector was then normalised to be a unit 
vector. 
In many applications, the dimer is init ialised wit h a ra ndom small d isplacement from 
t he potential energy minimum, independently of the dimer vector. For this work , the 
dimer was instead initialised a fter generating the init ial dimer vecto r so t hat R 2 is the 
potential energy minimum and R = R2 + t:.R N. 
3.3.4 Relaxation of fixed atoms 
While performing the dim er search steps, only the a toms in a cubic region defined around 
the adatom or bulk defect were allowed to move. Increasing the size of this region can give 
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Figure 3.5: Scltcrlt <:1 tic illu~tr3tion of t he <1 rraugemerr t of fixed atoms (whi te and blur). 
free atoms (green) and otoms included in t he init ial dimer vector (.vel low background) . 
A lso sh0\\' 11 i ~ t lw atoms around lltr ou l si cle (bl11r) tlr at arc fixed even during tiLe periodic 
conjugate' grad ient relnx<:ll ion. 
rnore <:l(·curat<'l.v C'Oll\'<'rgcd erwrgy bnrriers. brll rr t<:-1k i r1 g il t oo big was found to red rtcc 
In order to ncltic'vc nron-' acnm1lr <'llerg_v bmricrs when ruost of lite ato rrr s i rt t he 
sys tem are fi xed. tire fixed al oms can be n' lnxed perioclicall.v. Tltis is done b.v usi trg a 
coujuga l <' grRd i<' tt! algorithm to mini tllisc t ltc potent ial energy of t he system i n only the 
degreE's of freedom corresponding to I he fix<'cl nl otrrs. l ~ f fcctivel.v lite status of ri xecl and 
free atonts is revcrs<'d during l he ('Oitjugal<' gradic11t rclaxa t ion. as oppos<'d to t lr <' rotat i011 
nncl translation steps of the cl iJ tH, r method . Ilowevu. tire e:-Ltonrs around t he outside of 
the cell (blur in Figure :3.5) arE' still fi x<'d. prcveuLing translat ion of t lte la t tice as a wholE' 
du r ing the rel<:uatiott procrss. l l cnc<' 011ly lhe atoms that are whi le in l he diagram move 
whi le relaxing the sys lE'm. 
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Figure 3.6: The angle of rotation of the dimer as calculated by the forward difference and 
forward average approximations of equations (3.12) and (3.13). 
3.3.5 Alternative formulae for the angle of rotation 
Some variations of the rotation formula have been implemented. The first of these is a 
small adjustment to the value produced by the Newton-based method given in section 
3.2.2. 
Equation (3.12) given in that section is a forward difference approximation of the 
rotational force derivative. Similarly, equation (3. 13) gives a forward average. As such, 
the value of 6 0 obtained from the equations is an estimate of the amount of rotation 
needed not from the initial orientation, but from an orientation displaced by oe / 2 from 
it. In some systems, the inaccuracy of equation (3.12) can stop the dimer from properly 
converging to within the set tolerance (Figure 3.6). In such cases, a closer covergence can 
be achieved by adding this term to the rotation (Figure 3.7), giving the formula 
F . e + F* . e* oe 
6.(} =- + -. 
2F' 2 (3.28) 
However, there is another limitation inherent in the Newton method of rotation. When 
the dimer's orientation is near a crest or trough of the sine wave, the derivative of the 
rotational force with respect to angle will be small, resulting in over-rotation of the dimer 
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Figure 3. 7: Adjustment of the angle of rotation by {J(} /2 to produce a closer convergence. 
(Figttrc 3. ). T his can be countered by constraining the angle of rota tion to a maximum 
aL each sLcp. 
An allernativc sinusoidal fit to the one of section 3.2.2 can b e constructed using F 
a nd F* d irectly, producing the result shown in Figure 3.9. The equations arc 
Asin(-2n) - F 
Asin2(t5B-o) - F* . 
Combining these two equatious and solving for a gives 
6 0 = a = cos- 1 1 ( Fcos260- F* ) 2 1 + J P2 + F*2 - 2F F * cos 268 . 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
J n some CclSC'S. this formula gave simila r cval ua tion counts to equation (3. 18), and in other 
cases it was found to be an improvement. Compared with the ::\fewton-bascd formu lae, 
<'quation (3.31) consistently improved the efficiency of the dimer method. 
3.3.6 Order of step s and stopping criteria 
The original paper [10] suggests alternating translation and rotation steps, and early 
cxpcrimctll.S in t his project used this pat tern afLcr a number of initial rotations. However , 
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Figure 3.8: Over-rotation occurring with Newton 's method. 
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Figure 3.9: Constructing a sinusoidal fit on the rotational force curve. 
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this was found to be wasteful, since there i often no need to rotate the dimer between 
t ran slat ion steps. 
The pattern that has been adopted for Lhis work is to take as many rotation steps 
as necessary to converge the dimer into the lowest curvature mode. The cmrcnt im-
plementation of the algorithm takes rotation steps until F / D.R < Tr at which point a 
t ranslation is done. After each translation, the rotational force is checked again to sec if 
more rotations arc necessary. 
Further. it has turned out to be useful to break the rotation into two parts: choosing 
the rotation plane and actually carrying out the rotation. This means that, after choosing 
S and hence t he plane of rotation, WC can Carry OUt as many Steps of rotation as desired in 
this plane. rotating 8 with the dimer. before rotating in a different plane. This is similar 
to th it.ernt ivc line optimisation often used as part of various optimisation techniques, 
where stra ight liucs within the objective funcLion's domain are chosen in turn and an 
opt.i n111111 value is found along each line before choosing another. 
The algorithm terminates when a translation step is taken with C < 0 and JJFf!J oo < 
3.3. 7 Parallelisation 
Tl1r dimrr method can be readily adaptrd to use parallel processing in order Lo speed 
up the srarch on large atomistic systrms. This is because the computational cosL of t he 
method derives from the evaluations of the force fu nction and the vector operations, each 
of which can be parallelised. 
To parallclisc the vector operations, t hr components of every vector arc divided be-
tween the processors. Only four vector opcraLions need to be considered: addit ion, 
multiplicat ion by a sca lar, dot multiplicat ion and calculating the infinity norm. The first 
two of Lhesc are strictly elementwise. and so each proce sor simply operates on its own 
vector component. without communicating with the other processors. To calculate the 
dot. product., each processor calculates the doL product of its own sub-vectors and then a 
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global sum is taken. Similarly, the infinity norm is calcula ted by the global maximum of 
the processors ' local maxima. 
To decide which components are assigned to which processors the spatial decom-
position method is used as described in section 2.2.3 so that each processor 's vector 
components are those corresponding to the x, y and z coordinates of the atoms in its 
cell. For simplicity atoms are not moved between processors. \1\Te can get away with this 
because in the course of a dimer search, the atoms move on ly sma ll d istances. In essence 
it is an atom decomposit ion rather than a spa tial decomposit ion, bu t t he computational 
benefi t of spatial decomposition is retained. For t his to work correctly a maximum dis-
tance that any atom may move from its initial posit ion is defined , and the skin t hickness 
is configured to be at least equal to this distance. 
3.4 B enchmarks 
To test the dimer method, three sample potentials were used. These are referred to as 
egg-box' potentials because of the shape of the po tential surface. T he first two potent ials 
are two-dimensional, meaning that all dimer rotations occur in a single plane. For the 
third example a three-dimensional potentia l was used, making it possible to compare t he 
results of t he steepest descent and conjugate gradient methods of rotation. 
3.4.1 Basic egg-box potential 
For the first test system, a simple potential (Figure 3.10) with stra ight t ra nsition paths 
was chosen. This means that rotations will only be needed at the beginining of the search, 
before translations are carried out. The potent ial function is 
E = sin x + sin y. (3.32) 
Dimer searches in this potentia l were carried out using several different parameter 
sets. In each set of parameters , 50 searches were performed, using the same list of 50 
randomly generated initial dimer vectors each time. 
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Figu re 3.10: Cont our plot of t he basic egg-box pot"cnlial. Light areas are positive a11d 
cl nrk arens <Hr ncgat i,·c. A sam ple pnth of the cent re o f the clinwr i n th is potrnt inl is 
shown. 
The lwst P<'l.rc\ ntc\('r sr\ roltllcl for t his s.vst cm \\"<I S 6/? 0.1. 80 = 0.0 I . 6/ = O.'J. 
T,. 0.02. T1 0.0 I . 
The n\lttc of 6/ \\"<1~ round lo ntHkc a ~ i gn ilicanl diO.cr<'nce lo the JHIIllber of C\"<l i i J<lt ions 
or lite force runcl ion rcqu ir('d fo r COilV(' J"gence to the S<:tcl dlc poill l . Cvalualion counts for 
three values of 6/ . using l it <' above values for t lw ot her par8J tld 'rs. are contparecl in 
T able 3. I. 
The third formula is l i te \ 'H ri <llion of 0qual io11 (:3.2< ) \\·Iter<' if'!::, () > 0.5. l he val ue 0.!""> is 
used instead. Vari<l t ions in P<HHmcters other t !wn 6/ were fotJJJd to lllHke comparatively 
li t·l"le difference to t he eniciency of Uw climer search in l his potential. except that when 
equ<lt ion (3. 13) was used and 60/Tr was Loo lctrge. lhc dimcr search often fai led lo settle 
lo a s<tdclle point. 
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Formula /:::,.t = 0.2 !:::,.t = 0.5 !:::,.t = 1 
3.13 85.6 46.6 75.7 
3.28 86.6 47.5 74.7 
3.2 clipped 82.6 42.1 73.7 
3.1 77.7 37.6 67.0 
3.31 78.3 38.6 67.7 
Ta ble 3.1 : Mean force evaluation counts on the simple egg-box potential for d ifferent 
values of /:::,. t. 
The relative performances of the rotation formulae varied according to the parameters 
that were used but in this instance the sinusoidal fits equat ions (3 .1 ) and (3.31), always 
gave the best results . The average number of rotation steps per search vari ed from 2.5 in 
the case of equation (3 .28) to 1.5 for equa tion (3 .18); the mean number of t ranslat ions 
was between 16 and 17 in all cases. 
3.4.2 Distorted egg-box potential 
In the last potent ial, t he lowest curvature modes were all straight lines in t he potential 
fi eld so there were not many rotat ion steps to be done. In real-world systems, however , 
the lowest-energy transit ion paths are not stra ight. As such, the dimer will need to rotate 
not only a t t he beginning, but also during the process of climbing up t he line of lowest 
curvature towards the saddle point. To include this factor in the benchmarks, a modified 
version of the potential of sect ion 3.4.1 is used, in which the transit ion paths are curved. 
T his distorted egg-box potential is defined by the formula 
E = sin ( x - ~~) + sin ( y - ~~ ) . (3 .33) 
Dimer searches in this potential took slightly longer. As Figure 3.11 shows t he path 
of the dimer towards the saddle point is often not a smooth curve. The best parameters 
for this search were t::,.R = 0.1, oe = 0.2, t::,.t = 0.5, Tr = 0.5, 'It = 0.01. 
('11. \ PTER 3. TIIE DI.\I£H .\ 11~'/'IIOD 
- n 0 n 
l·' igu r<' :3. 11 : C'ont our plot of' Lhr. di~lort rd q~g-box potential. Light nn·c1~ nr<' posit i\'<' 
c1 11d d c1 rk HI' <'Cl!-t ell'<' IIC'gc1 li\·e .. \ ~Cl lltpJC' pc1lh of the• c·c•n!rc• of' !]H' dimN in thi~ potc•ttli c11 
i ~ ~h0\\'11. 
I IN<'. t lw rela t in• pcrf'orm c1 11('('~ or t he• rolctl ion rornnd cw. gin·n in Tnhlc· :3.2. \\'('1'(' (\~ 
<'X l><'clc•d . Sntall<'l' ml uc·~ of 1:. and ~I \\'C'I'<' l'o ttlld to prodw·c gn'ater <'\'c1htCltioll c·ollllls. 
ltt t lti~ sy:-. t <' ttt t lt <' J'C ' \\'<1~ 1110 1'<' n tri;tt io tt in hot lt t ltc• t1t<'<l ll rotnl ion c·oun l ~ (r<ll tg it1 g f'ro ttt 
1.:3 to :2.7) nnd t lt<' 111<'<111 t r<ll t ~ l at io1 1 c·u ttttl s ( l'ro tl t :2(i to :3 1 ). This slt o\v~ t hell c· lt oo:-, ittg <111 
C'! lic ient rol <1t io11 ronnula C:<l tt not ottl ." tnin itn is<' t lH' tllllllber of rote1t ion ~t cp~ tWpti rc•d : 
it C'H II a lso ori<'nl tlt<• dimcr more nc·c·urnt<'ly. k<td i11g to more efficiC'nt. <tnd hr. tH ·c• fc•wN. 
t ntn~I H lion :-,( c·p~ . 
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Formula Evaluations 
3.13 72.9 
3.28 64.2 
3.28 clipped 63.0 
3.18 60.9 
3.31 57.0 
Table 3.2: Mean force evaluation counts on the distorted egg-box potential. 
3.4.3 Three-dimensional potential 
The third test system is a potential similar to the second, but in three dimensions. The 
potential function is 
E = sin ( x - ~~) + sin ( y - ;~) + sin ( z - ~~) . (3.34) 
In this instance, the best set of parameters to be found was 
!:lR - 0.1 
MJ - 0.05 
!:lt - 0.5 
Tr - 0.5 
Tt - 0.01. 
Table 3.3 compares the numbers of force evaluations per search when different rotation 
formulae are used, with the steepest descent method used to choose the rotation plane. 
Table 3.4 gives the corresponding evaluation counts using the conjugate gradient choice 
of rotation plane. However, as the tables illustrate the conjugate gradient method of 
choosing a rotation plane was found to be slower than the steepest descent method. 
With the two-dimensional egg-box potentials, and when steepest descent rotation on this 
potential, the dimer converged to a saddle point in every search. When conjugate gradient 
rotation was used, in many searches the dimer failed to settle within 1000 translation 
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Formula Evaluations 
3.13 9.4 
3.28 89.9 
3.28 clipped 78.1 
3.18 77.7 
3.31 74.4 
Table 3.3: Mean force evaluation counts on the t hree-dimensional distorted egg-box po-
tential w:;ing steepest descent rotation. 
Formula Success rate Evaluations 
3.13 84% 198.6 
3.28 82% 246.0 
3.28 clipped 84% 201.8 
3.18 90% 115.4 
3.31 84% 124.8 
Ta ble 3.4: . ican force evaluation counts on the t lu·ee-dimensional distorted egg-box po-
lcntictl using conjugate gradient. rota tion. 
steps , and even in the cases that did settle , more cvalna.tions of the force function were 
carri ed out in t he process. 
3 .4 .4 Effect of relaxation of fixed atoms 
To test the periodic relaxation of the fixed atom: as described in section 3.3.4. searches 
have been performed starting from a defect structure in n -Fe consisting of a substitutional 
P atom separated by a (llO] vector (a third neighbour separation) from a (101] Fe- Fe 
dmnbbell , using the Ackland Fe- P interatomic potentia l. More about t he Fe- P defect 
systems is given in Chapter 5. Energy barriers were compared for the transition to a 
(110] dumbbell at a site with a ~(311] displacement from t he P atom (a fourth neighbour 
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separation) , using different numbers of free atoms with and without the relaxation of the 
fL'Ced atoms. As expected, Table 3.5 shows that when no relaxation is performed, the 
calculated energy barrier decreases as the number of free atoms is increased. By relaxing 
the fixed atoms every 20 steps, a lower energy barrier is calculated, and there is negligible 
variation between the figures calculated with different numbers of free atoms. 
Free atoms No relaxation Relaxed only at end Relaxed every 20 translations 
181 0.3819 0.3449 0.3346 
331 0.3488 0.3400 0.3346 
547 0.3401 0.3371 0.3346 
Table 3.5: Comparison of the energy barriers calculated for the third- fourth neighbour 
transition of Figure 5.14 (e) with different numbers of free atoms, with and without 
periodic relaxation of the fixed atoms. 
Also compared is the energy barrier obtained by relaxing the fixed atoms only in the 
saddle point configuration, not periodically during the dimer search. The results show 
that this final relaxation by itself lowers the energy barrier, but for best results the fixed 
atoms should be relaxed during the course of the search. 
3.5 Scaling with system size 
Evaluating and inverting the Hessian matrix is typically an O(N3 ) time complexity oper-
ation. As such, this operation is the driving factor in the older mode-following algorithms. 
It follows that for very large systems, the mode-following algorithms relying on Hessian 
inversion will take a long time to perform a single step. 
Because the dimer method uses only first derivatives, the driving factor is the evalu-
ation of the force function, which is essentially an O(N) operation. The time complexity 
of a dimer search is therefore a product of two factors: the time taken to evaluate the 
force function and the number of force evaluations before a saddle point is found. 
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The number of degrees of freedom in the system influences the number of rota tion 
steps that are likely to be required. This is because as more degrees of freedom are added, 
the net rotational force on the dimer needs to be converged to zero in more planes. This 
increases the number of force evaluations required to align the dimer along the lowest 
curvature mode at the beginning of t he search. Experiments [10] showed that there is, 
in practice, relatively little difference between evaluation counts on the same system as 
more atoms are allowed to move, and observations in this work have agreed with this. 
Overall , it appears t hat the time complexity of the dimer method relative to system size 
is O(N2 ) , wi t h a relatively small N 2 coefficient. 
3. 6 Con cl us ions 
In this chapter, the dimer method and a number of variations of it have been described , 
implemented and tested. In doing so, it has been possible to compare the performance 
of t he algorithm variations that have been devised. 
Five different formulae have been implementd for the rotation of the dimer within 
a plane. Although test s on various systems did not show either of the rotation formu-
lae in the original paper as being more efficient than the other, a rotat ion formula has 
been developed that consistently ontperforms the orignal Newton-based formula, and has 
therefore been used throughout the work of t he following chapters. 
The work of this chapter has shown that the dimer method works well on simple, 
low-dimensional potential surfaces. However , it can be challenging to find the optimum 
set of parameters to find saddle points in a given system. In the following chapters, the 
method is applied to atomistic systems, which have much greater dimensionalities , and 
it will be seen that the dimer method can be used to find transitions in these systems. 
Chapter 4 
Transitions of gold adatoms on a 
gold surface 
Several problems involving the surface of a crystal have been studied using the accelerated 
dynamics techniques described in section 2.3. These include island ripening and crystal 
growth of Al atoms on an Al(lOO) surface [9), the mobility of MgO dimers [49] and 
small Pd clusters [50] on the MgO(lOO) surface, and vacancy clusters in Cu(lOO) [51]. 
Such problems are interesting because of t he rich variety of transitions that occur on 
surfaces, many of which involve groups of atoms moving together in ways that would not 
be predicted intuitively. 
In this chapter , the system of an adatom, i.e. an atom placed upon a surface, is 
studied. Such a system is simple and yet exhibits a considerable variety of transitions. 
These include simple hops of the adatom between surface sites, concerted exchanges of 
the adatom with surface atoms, and other mechanisms in which the adatom itself does 
not move but influences the movement of nearby atoms. For this work, an Au adatom on 
an Au(lOO) surface has been chosen. This particular system was chosen for two reasons. 
First , it is a system for which no previous studies in this manner have been published, 
and a good test of our modified dimer method on a real system. Second, the choice of a 
single-element system of an adatom on an fee (100) surface makes the study very similar 
to one carried out previously on aluminium [10) , meaning that we have results with which 
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we can compare those of this study and contrast the different transitions between two 
materials of the same fee structure. 
To model the interactions between Au atoms, the Ackland potential as described in 
section 2.1.2 has been used. The ZBL potential and a spline function were also used 
as described in sections 2.1.7 and 2.1.8 to model close-range interactions wherever they 
occur during the searches. 
Au has a face-centred cubic lattice structure, with a lattice parameter of 4.078 A. 
Successive (100) layers are therefore 2.039 A apart. At equilibrium, t he surface layer is 
2.004 A above the next layer down. 
Adatoms are generally found at three distinct sites on the surface of a material. These 
are the on- top, bridge and hollow sites shown in Figure 4. 1. Of these, only the hollow site 
was found to be a stable position of an Au adatom on the Au(lOO) surface. Therefore, 
configurations in which adatoms are placed at hollow sites were used for the initial states. 
\i\Then the system is relaxed, the adatom assumes a position 2.04 A above the surface layer. 
(a} On top (b) Bridge (c) Hollow 
Figure 4.1: The three typical sites at which adatoms occur , shown on an fee lat tice. In 
all diag,Tams in this chapter, t he atoms are shaded by depth, with the lightest shade used 
for the ad atom layer. 
Lattices of around 500 atoms were used for the dimer searches. This enabled ample 
numbers of free atoms to be used, while leaving enough fixed atoms so that the free atoms 
do not interact with the boundaries of the lattice. Unlike a defect in bulk material as 
described in Chapter 5, the strain field created by a adatom is very small , so it was not 
necessary to increase the size of the lattice significantly to accommodate this. 
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4.1 Single adatom 
The first set of searches was carried out with all atoms fixed except for t hose wit hin a 
5 A rad ius of Lhe adatom. giving 18 free atoms, and using initial dimer vectors involving 
only the adatom a nd its four immediate neighbours. These searches yielded the eight 
transitions shown in Figure 4.2. It is imrnediaLely a pparenL thaL t he lowest-energy barriers 
are those for which only the adatom changes site (a, b). Four of the transitions (c, d 
f g) lead to states in which an atom from the surface layer becomes a second adatom, 
and a vacancy is left on the surface. Transit ion (h ) is the on ly transition fo und in t he 
single adatom system that leads to a configuration with three ada toms and two surface 
vacancies. 
It is already apparent t hat t he lowest-energy t ransit ions differ from those prev iously 
found fo r fee AI [10]. The lowest energy barrier found in t he Au system is that by which 
the adatom simply hops to an adjacent hollow site in a (llO/ chrection (a) . In AI, this 
t ransit ion has the second lowest barrier , 0.37 eV. The lowest energy barrier of the Al 
t ra nsit ions is 0.23 eV for the two-atom concerted displacement, which has a considerably 
higher barrier of 1.58 eV in Au (d ). 
As more atoms are included in the init ial dimer vector and Lhe number of free atoms 
is increased , more transitions were found. Figure 4.3 shows those transitions t hat were 
found with the same set of 18 free atoms but with all free atoms incl uded in the init ial 
dimer vector. This led to the discovery of more transitions involving three or more atoms 
or atoms further from the adatom. They include three instances of a three-atom concer ted 
displacement (b e, h), of which (e) is another low-energy t ransition (barri er 0.43 eV) in 
Al. Transit ion (f) is unusual in that the atoms that move do noL finish in latlice sites. 
This is another t ransition that has a low energy barrier (0.44 e V) in Al. Mechanisms such 
as (f) are very difficult to include in t raditional KMC simulations, because the methods 
typically used to build the event table assume t hat all atoms will be at lattice sites at 
the beginning and end of every transition. On-the-fly K tiC, on the other hand, can more 
readily be implemented to find t ransitions without making this assumption [9). 
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Figure 4.3: Transition found with 1 fr aloms. all of which are includ d in lhe initial 
dimer veclor. 
G Clf APTER '-1. T RANSJTIOl\S Ql:;> CO LD ADATOJ"\IS ON A. COLD SURFACE 
Figure 1\1 b<-Lrrier (eV) A u barri er (~V ) 
1.2 (e) 0.2.'3 I .5 
1.2 (<1) o.:n 0. 7:3 
4 ."-' (c) 0.41 1.94 
4.:3 (c) 0.-13 1. 79 
,1. :1 (r) o.'u 2.0.5 
T able 4. l : The fi ve lowest -energy t ransi t ions in A l. w ith correspondi ng bar ri er s for A u. 
Figu re A u barrier ( e V ) 
4.2 (a) 0.73 
Ll.2 (b) 1.19 
-1. :2 (c) 1.35 
4.3 (a) 1.37 
4. 3 (b ) I .53 
T able 1.2: The fi vr lowest-energy t n'lnsi t iom.; i n A u. ln the /\ 1 wor k [10]. a barrier is g iven 
only for t l1 c first o f l hese tn111silions. 0. :37 c V . 
Di mc r searches have' lw cn P<' r formcd O il lh i ~ syst <' Ill with IIII IIII>ers or free Htoms liP to 
!>8. sLill ,, ·it l 1 I nton1s incliid<'d i 11 tl 1c i11i t inl d i nw r vec-t or. T his has led to t he d i scover~· of 
<~ d cl i t i omd t ran~ i ti o 1t s i1 1 v\·IIicli up to six a t o 111 ~ IllOn' . gi vcll in F igm <' -1.-:J . T hese ii i C"I11dc 
<:l not lw r trc1nsit iou t hat lw s a low bcllTicr in !\ I (O.Lil c V ) . nalllely a four-at om concer t eel 
exchange mccliHnisni (e) . 
Tlw l owest energy bc1rri crs fo r the 1\ l and Au systems arc summari ::><'d in T nhlcs 1.1 
ei ncl "-' .:2 r e::;pcctiYely . Front t hrsc te1blcs it eau be s<'<' ll tll e1 t <' ll<' rgy barri ers <"lre gcncr c1 1h-
higher in A u than in Al. ancll h<lt the lowest -energy lransiLions <U P ver.v cliHerent betwecH 
tl1e two m ater ials. In g~n era l. th<· lowest ener gy barri rs found on the Au surface are of 
t ransition s in w hich onh· one or two <lloms m ove. Tl1i::; is in contrast wi Lh t he Al ::;ystem . 
iu wh i<:l1 concert t'd d isplacelll r nts con~ l i t ute m ost of l he low-encrg\' mechan ism s. 
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Figure 4.4: Addit ional t ransitions found with numbers of free atoms between 22 and 56. 
4.1.1 Transition rates 
Using harmonic transition state theory (hTST), it is possible to calculaLe the rate constant 
of each t ransition. This is a measure of how frequently the transition wiH occur , defined 
as the mean frequency of the transition over t he time that the system spends in the 
t ransit ion 's init ial state. Chapter 6 expla ins more about transition rates and how they 
can be used to estimate the relative probabilities of t ransit ions and the time taken for 
them to occur. 
The rate constant of a transition from state i to state j is determined by the A rrhenius 
equation 
(4. 1) 
where Eij is the t ransition energy barrier, kB is Boltzmann 's constant , T is the tempera-
t ure and v is the attempt frequency. For this work , the value v = 1013 s-1 has been used. 
T his is a typical value assumed for rate theory modelling [15]. 
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Cnergy bnrriN Rate const ant (s I ) 
Fig m e (cV) 300 I( 500 1< 700 I< 
Ll.2 (a) 0.7:3 6. L •1.7 X lO'i !5. X 107 
-1.. 2 (b) 1.1 9 1.0 X 10 7 l.O X 10 1 2.7 X JO.J 
4.3 (a) 1.:37 9.7 x w- 11 t .6 x w - l 1.1 X 103 
'1.3 (b) 1.5:3 2.0 X 10 13 3. ) x w-3 9.6 X 101 
4.3 (f) 2.05 3.6 X LO 22 2.2 X 10 J.7 x w-2 
4.3 (f) 2.!57 . I X 10-:~l 1.4. X 10- U 3.5 X 10- 6 
T able -1.3: The rnte cons! c-l n! s for a selection or ener gy barriers at 300 K. 500 K aucl 700 J\. 
Fom oft h e lov,·es t energy barriers in thC' 1\u j J\u ( 100) syst em. along with lwo h igher ones. 
have been d10sen to rcprcscnt tl1<' range o f b;uriers in thi s system. 
1\t n temperatmc o f :iOO l\. the lowest-ener g,,· t ransit ion l1 c1s a rate constant of 6.1 s- 1. 
and ll1e second hHs <' r<lte o f 1.0 x 10- 7 s 1. As such . it is lo be expected t hat at litis 
temperat ure. only ndatom hops w ill occur. T e:1 ble 4 .:3 and Pigm e --1.5 shovv that at highc•r 
Len1perat ures. not 01 tl.v do the· n-1te constants inrrcase in or der of nwgni tucl e. bul the 
1\ ltio bctm'en t l 1C' rates of lower-energv <-1lld hig lwr-<'Jtcrg.': tra nsit i on~ b e<"O il l<:'S snw l ler. 
I( follm\·s tlwt <1 gr<'alrr vnricl ,v of Lrnas i tion~ wi ll occm clS Ll1c t cm perc1 l ure is incrcc1SC'd. 
1\t 500 l\:. the t r<ulsition o f 1-' igurc 1.2 (<') is 110 long<' r l h<' on ly t rans i tion (\tat will lw 
observed. Wll<' ll t lw I <' ltlpcrat urc is il lc-rcasecl to 700 l\. the nuiel.v of transit ions incrce1ses 
furt l1 er to inclucks<'H'nd tmnsi tions i 11 \\'hic!J ;-1 surf<H'<' Hl olll tnO\'Cf-, l o bcc:omc <tll adc1ton1. 
Tl1c higltesl -Ctl r rgy lrntlsiliou found i11 this ~yslClll i~ t lwl o f fi gu re 1.,1 (f) with <:1 b c1r ri cr 
or 2.57 eV: even at 700 I\ t his l r e1 nsit io11 will ver y rnn -' ]y. i!' ever. OC'('ll r. 
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Figure 4.5: T he raLe constants for five energy barriers. plot ted on a logar it hmic scale 
against LcmpcraLure. T he ratio beLwccn rate consLanLs becomes smaller as Lhe Lcmpcra-
Lur increases, so that higher-energy Lransi Lions become more probable. 
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4.2 Two adatoms 
Some cxperi n tett l s wen' 0lso Ccnricd out 0 11 0 surL·we h0vi ng I wo ndntoms. The first 
of these wns 0 con figuration in \v lt iclt Lhc <1.cl atoms are separated by et distance tltHl ts 
significant(,· grea t er lha11 the cut-ofr distance of the in teralontic pot enlii:11. As sllciJ. il ts 
expected thHl t l tr ac!H tottls "'· ill clifruf>e inclcprnclen lly of each otltcr for M.; lo11 g as t ltcy 
r emain i:>E'pa ralPd by tnore I llr1n the rut-off distcuJce. 
Oimer !;earcltcs \verc Cc\rr ied ou t on th is s.vsl em using 3G free aLorns. namely l ite 1 
<l i OJns wit hin a 5 A radius of <'<1Ch i"td<1tom. As expected . most of liH' tn1nsilions disc·ovcred 
from t his configm<-'ll ion i tt voh· 'd llw al onts <'round onl.v one of the adatoms. and '".:ere the 
same t ransitions with t lw S<l lll (' energy barriers as t hose lhell were found wi t h a single 
adato tTl. 
By moving the ndaton1s closN tog<'l her . so t h<1t th e,y can int eract w i t !t eHcl1 other. 
son1c interesting results O('cur. F'our di fferent chsplacell1Cnl s between Lite two adalollls 
have been us<'d as init ial st nt es. e1 11d t he resu l ts are described in t he following, sections. 
Thr fi rst two co11f1gurat ions arr those in whi('b t he acl atoms ar(' plc1cNI at adjacent ltOllo\\' 
sit es on lite smfacc. forming an addiweT. T he remaining lwo setu ps used ini l i<\1 stales 
of (\\·o acl alo ttls scpcHHI<'d b.v r1 single \·aul nl ltollow si te. fi gurr l.G illu s t rc1te~ the four 
sl cll <'s. T he [0 ll j acld it l iCr (a) is li te tll OSl r ncrget iculh· fcl\·ourHbl<' of l hes(' four st<ll es. 
wi th an encrgv lt'\'C'I 0.:3( eV below lite ot h<'r l it re<' stn!cs (b. c, d). which are al l vvill ti n 
0.01 cV or each other. 
(a) [011 1 addimer {b ) [001 1 separated (c) [011] separated (d) [001 1 addimer 
F igure 4.6: T he four l wo-aclalont ini l i c1 l sl nt es from which cl inw r seMches were conclucled . 
in ascending order of po l rnt ial cnerg.v. 
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4.2.1 Adatoms at orthogonally adjacent sites 
A number of dimer searches were performed from an ini tial state with two adatoms 
at orthogonally adjacent hollow sites, forming a [001] adcl imer. F igure 4.7 shows the 
transit ions found. These are essentially the same as those found with a single aclatom, 
but with different energy barriers. In other words if a non-moving adatom is removed, 
then the t ransit ion becomes ident ical to one of those that was fo und in the single-adatom 
system. 
(a) 
(b) 
0.50 eV 
)-
1.23 eV 
)-
(c) 
(d) 
1.50 eV 
)-
1.64 eV 
)-
Figure 4.7: Transit ions found in the [001] acldimer system. 
Two-adatom Lransit ion Equivalent one-aclatom transi tion 
In Figure 4.7 Barrier ( e V) In Figure 4.2 Barr ier (eV) 
(a) 0.50 (a) 0.73 
(b) 1.23 (c) 1.35 
(c) 1.50 (d) 1.55 
(d) 1.64 (c) 1.35 
Table 4.4: Comparison of energy barriers between transit ions in t he [001] addimer system 
and their equivalent one-aclatom transitions given by removing a non-moving adatom. 
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8 nerg,v b11. rrier Ra te constant (s- 1 ) 
[n Figure ~L 7 (<-'V) 300 (( GOO I( 700 I< 
( (l) 0. r>O LL L X 10 1 0.:3 X 107 :2 .6 X 109 
(b) 0.5'-1 9 .9 X I 03 L[,Q X 107 I ..J x 109 
(c) I .2:3 2.1 X 10- 8 :3.9 l.•J X 10"1 
Ta ble 4 .. 5: The rate constants for t he three !ov.:cst-cncrgy t ransitions in the [OOl j acld iiuer 
sys tem at 300 K. 500 K and 700 K 
Table -1.<1 compares the energy ba rri ers in t li e [001] <~cldin i er sys\Cil i with those of t he 
cquiva lPnl tra nsit ions with only onc adalorn. It c:an be seen Lh a t. except in the case of 
Figure 4.7 (e). lhe prescnc of a second aclatom lowers \lie energy barri er or the transit ion. 
This suggests t li<ll l hi s stat(' \vill quickly t ransition to the niorc energetica lly favom nblc 
[Oll] aclcl imcr sta te. which Ht; will be seen in t lw next section. is a tnorc stable slate than 
either the [OOL ] nddintcr or an isolat ed acla tom. Ta ble <1 .5 gives t he ralc constants of 
the 10\·\·es l-energy t uwsitions i11 I I Lis systelll . The difference in energy barrier be tween 
Figu re '-1.2 (<' ) <Uicl Figm 0. 11.7 (a) is sufficien t t hat t he ra te constanl or lhe latter is four 
orders or ll l<lgni t ude IIigit r r at :300 1\ . 'fil e tra nsit ion rHh' or Figure -1.7 (c) is stil l much 
lmv<'r titan lh<lt of (a) and (b). so tit at cl iffusiou re tJiaiw; c.t llllost en! irc!y dr iw n by acl aLO ni 
hops espc('ia ll .v at low<' r t<'IIIJW rcll tJrPs. 
4.2.2 Adatoms at diagonally adjacent sites 
Searches ha,·c also been carri ed ou l starting f'ront l it e [01 1] ndcli n1N c·o nfigurcl tiOil. fig-
ure 4. shows t lie t ransit ions t l1 at wr rc' found in this systen1. T wo dist inct ad<ltom hops 
wNe d iscovered. narnc l.' · in l it e [O i l[ (a ) cllld [Oil ! (c) din·ct ions; II O\\'('VC'I' . bot h have 
higher energy harriers than lli r 0.7:3 eV barrier of the iso lated adatom hop. Ou the other 
hand . the two instanc<?s of a hvo-aton1 coitcer ted exchange. one n·ctl ing <1 ro tation of the 
8cldimer (b) <1 nd tii<' ot her moving the two acla toms apa rl (e) . bo th luwe lower bHrri ers 
t lu·1n l lw equivalen t t nw sit ion in Lhe isoL:ltecl <1cla tom system (1.5 eV) . nl ike "vi lh a 
4.2. TH"O ADATOMS 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
0.93 eV 
)-
1.13 eV 
)-
1.36 eV 
,.. 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
1.45 eV 
)-
1.92 eV 
,.. 
2.63eV 
). 
Figure 4. : Transitions found in the [011] addimer system. 
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s ingle adaLom or [001] addimer, no tra 11siLion leav ing a surface vacancy was discovered 
exc pL for (g). which is too high-energy to be expected to occur. 
The t ra nsition barriers from thi s state and t, he [001] addimer state together imply tha t 
an addimer will generally diffuse by moving b tween these two stales. As Table 4..6 shows. 
at a temperature of 300 K. even t he lowe t-energy transition from Lhi sta le has a ra te 
consta nt of 2.3 x w-3 . T his sugge lb thal the [011] addimer is a more st ab! slat than 
the isola ted adalom and [001] addimer configurations. It follows tha t the addimer will 
diffuse more slowly tha n an isola ted adaton1 , main ly by moving back and forLh beLwecn 
t he [OH] and [001] orientations. 
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Energy barrier Hale constc\nl (s- 1 ) 
ln Figure ~1. (cV) 300 ~~ GOO l< 700 K 
(<~) 0.93 2.:3 X 10 3 LJ. L X I 0:3 2.0 X JOi> 
(l)) J . I :i 1.2 x w-6 4 .!) X J()1 7. X 101 
(c) 1..1 7 1.9 X JO- ? 1.5 X 101 :3 .!) X J04 
Ta ble ~1. 6 : The n·l((' consla ll ls for lhe lhr·ee lmn~st-energy I ransil ions in Lhe [011 j addilller 
svs tem at 300 J:<. 500 l\ and 700 K 
4.2.3 Adaton1s separated orthogonally by a vacant hollow site 
The i nit iC~ l conRgurnl ion of l wo acl aloms ~wpa r<~Led b:y a si11 gle hollov.: site in lhe [OO J l 
direct ion was also studied. fi gure .:1.9 sl1mvs son1c of t he transi l ions fou nd from t his sl ate. 
Unlike lhe ~clup of sfrl ion 1.2.1. moslt r;msilions from lhi~ arrangement were found to 
have higher e11ergy barriNs tha n the equiva le11 t transit ions w l1cre only one adalom is 
present. as Table 4.7 indica tes. 
The higl1er bcuricrs irnply LlJ<I l thi s configurat ion is sligbtl.Y lJJOrr stable t ll c\11 lhe 
isolated <1dc!tom sl <ll e. Howewr. the lw rriN of Pigure -1.9 (b) i ~-, lower lltnn lh<\l of the 
scll1JI' I rnn.sil ion for a ll i ~ob-l!Pd adcl lolll . mnl\ iJJg it ! he: socond lowest b<lr r i<·r fo r l his set up. 
Tile t r<l Ji sit ion lC'cH is to t l w [00 I] <\ddilll E'r (·OLtfiguration. wlticlt can ( l1en !)('expected to 
if'cHI to <l seql lf' l lf"(' of )0 11 ) <llld [00 1] HcldimN stnl<'s <1S \\" HI-> del<' rl lli ll rcl i n sec tions "l.2 .1 
and l.L2. 
4.2.4 Adatorns separated diagonally by a vacant hollow site 
The fou rt it iuif in! sl <-11 (' Cro111 wltid t di nwr searcl 1es vvere pcr fonncd was t lw.t o f l wo 
adaloms sepnrc1 l ccl by a single nt.<-<lnt hollow si l e in the [011 \ di r<•d i<>n. The t rcu1si t ions 
showu in Pigure .. J.lQ \ve re fou11d fmm l llis configural ioJJ. 
Iu l he most likely l ransit i011. one of the acl al oms moves t owards the other to form 
the mor·<' slable [OlJ ] add in1er confi guralioll. CIS shown ill Figure 4.J O (a) . The energy 
barrier fo r t his lo hc1ppell is Hillli lar l o l he barrier or t he iso lated aclalorn hop. A not her 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
0.75 eV ,.. 
1.47eV 
,.. 
1.56 eV 
,.. 
1.57 eV 
,.. 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
1.58 eV 
,.. 
1.58eV 
,.. 
1.60 eV 
,.. 
1.60eV 
,.. 
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Figure 4.9: Transitions found in t he system of two adatoms separated by a ingle hollow 
site. 
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T wo-aclsto rn transi t ion Equivalenl one-aclat onr tr ;:1nsi l ion 
In fig ure Ll.9 Barri er (eV) Figure Bar rier ( e V) 
( (l ) 0 .75 1.2 (a) 0.7:3 
(b) l.-17 LJ.2 (e) l. !) 
(c. g. l1 ) I .!)6- 1.60 .J.2 (c) l . :3!) 
(cl. e. f) 1.'>7- 1.60 4. 2 (cl ) I . !)!) 
not sl rown l .d ) 4.2 (r) I . , !) 
not show n 2.05 4.2 (g) 2.0:3 
no\ ~hown 2.10 -L:3 (d) 1.70 
T ab le 1.7: Corr1pc1ri so rr of c' J)('rg_v bar r iers between transitions fro rll t he configur<:l tion of 
I wo i:ld aton rs scpan11<'d b.' ' a ,·acarrl hol low sit e and t l1eir eq uivalen t OIJC-ach1tom Ln·lllsi-
t iorr s. \1\'herr e1 r c1 1J g<' ol' vrtl uc's is g i \'f'll . t lr <' dirr<'r<'n l b<l tTi<' rs cm · for cl irrer erll or icnl alio rr s 
o f t he (rell lSit ion rrla li \'C' t o the d ispl ncCJllelll H'C(O r betWC<'Il t he ini t i al locat ions o f thr 
t WO <:Hiat Oll! S . 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
0.76 eV 
)> 
1.17 e V 
)> 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
1.22 eV 
)> 
1.99 eV 
)> 
4 .03 eV 
)> 
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Figure 4.10: Transitions found from the initial state of two adatoms separated diagonally 
by a single hollow site. 
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adalom hop from this t wo-ad<'ltonl state is to s con!igura\ion in which t he ad <1 \0nls are 
clisplacecl from each ol iH'r b.' ' a [01:3] ,·eclor (b). Tl1is <llso l 1<1s a si 111ilar barri er. and so 
il ccu1 be <'xpecled to occtll" ~<~ · it h almost the sc1 me probabilil _,. ns (<1 ) . T wo in s t a n cr~ of 
a two-atom concfrt ed exch<wgc were also obsern'd (c. cl ) . TIH~sc are b ot h lmver-energy 
lhan thr sa nw mechanism is for Hn isolated aclatom . A lso discov<'recl in this setup is a 
four-C\tom concerted rxchange 111echan ism involving bot h c\d<~l oms (c). and an inter es ting 
sevcn-e:1tom transition (f). The lRtl er has Cl h Cl iTi er close to the cohesi ve <'uerg,y of Au. 
and as su ch. is unlikel.v e,·er to be observed ev en al 700 K . 
4 .3 Conclusions 
fn t his chfl pl er . the d i1ner mrl bod h<1s been applied to the s_vsten1 of A 11 Cl daLom· 0 11 
Lhc A u( l 00) su rface. [n l he single-ad<1tom casr. il was found I hat the motion of an 
adatom w ill consist aln1osl enl irrly of adRlom hops at lower tcmpere~lures. At LIOO I< 
Rucl be l m~' . transi t ions invo lving surface atoms are unl ikely lobe se '11, but at .500 I\ and 
abm·e these transi t ions ,.vill readily occ:ur. I!C'nc whi l<' a simple 1\ .\ IC simu lation w i th n 
pr<:'dcfi ned rven l labk will procluc-c <1 r f'<1SOII<t blc resul t nt lower Lemper nt ures. for l 1igher 
l empcn1t ures i t i ~ likely t lwt one "·i ll need to employ Olt-thc-ny 1\\I C techniques i n ordrr 
lo simul c-1lc the m1<1lont difl"usion lltrougll I he nHious slates lhal "'·il l crop up. 
The n 'stll l s 011 t he OIH'-adalonl sys\c' 1u 11<1V<' been c-on1par<'d \\·it h t he previow; st udirs 
of nn AI adH(OIII on !\I ( I 00). U !Jc1s l>cen seen tlwt . c1ll l1ollgl1 both llla l erials lu-n ·f' t l1e 
same crystalline sl rue\ ur<' . l l1 ey l1 ;:w c ,·cry cl ifferrnt d i ff usion d.\' ll<1mics. ln A l. i l wc1s 
seen that coucerl<'d exc:IIHng<'s invoh·ing up t o [our ;:1toms m e <1ll10ilg the lowest -energy 
t r ansi li011s. In Au . on the other h <:-u1d. ad aton1 hops and ot her l nm silions involv ing few 
<1lOlllS ar e the 1nost <' ll<' rgel iu'lll y f<wourab!C' Lnu1si t ions. 
So111 e interest i11g r c>sult s have nlso been discovered for an /\u(lOO) surbce on wh icl1 
l wo aclaton1s are present a11cl close enough lo interact wiLh each ot her . Il has been seen 
t hat l wo-adalo111 configural ions can be either more stable or less st able than one-ad atom 
<'on figurat ions. f n part icule:u. of the initial stntc>s studied in ll1is chapter. t he [011 ] aclclimcr 
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is the most stable configuration to have been found. The diffusion of the addimer consists 
mainly of hops between the [011] and [001] addimer states. Because t he hop from the 
[011] to the [001] addimer has a somewhat lower rate constant than the isolated adatom 
hop, this diffusion process occurs more slowly than the diffusion of an isolated adatom. 
The low energy level of the [011] addimer, relative to the other two-adatom configu-
rations, suggests that a property of Al, namely that compact adatom clusters are more 
energetically favourable than scattered adatoms [9], may also hold true for Au. 
The results presented in this chapter have identified the transitions and energy bar-
riers from initial configurations of one or two adatoms with no defects in the surface or 
lower layers. The methodology can be easily adapted to study transitions from other 
configurations, such as those involving surface vacancies or larger clusters of adatoms. 
This work can also lead towards more complex studies of Au surface effects, such as the 
simulation of island ripening and crystal growth. 
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Chapter 5 
Transitions in Fe and Fe-P systems 
The previous chapter was concerned with t ransitions on the surface of a material. In this 
chapter , the dimer method is applied to the study of defect transitions in bulk material. 
Systems of a -Fe with isolated point defects have been chosen for this work. These include 
two defect systems involving a P impurity atom. 
An understanding of the diffusion of P impurit ies in Fe is important to the study of 
the durability of steel nuclear pressure vessels (NPVs) . This is because steel is an alloy 
containing a number of elements in addition to Fe, some of which are impurities. Of these 
impurit ies, P atoms in particular are known to segregate towards the grain boundaries of 
the steel. When such a vessel is subjected to radiation or high temperature, the impurit ies 
become more mobile and the segregation of P atoms to grain boundaries is enhanced. 
This is believed to be a major cause of embrittlement in t he NPVs [11 , 12, 13, 14]. It is 
therefore of interest to understand the mechanisms behind this process. 
To simulate the damage to a crystal caused by radiation, a collision cascade is typically 
used. This involves performing an MD simulation from an initial configuration in which 
one atom, known as the primary knock-on atom (PKA) , has been given a significant 
amount of kinetic energy, typically of the ke V order of magnitude [2]. 
The defect structures and transitions in the system of Fe containing P have also been 
studied using molecular statics [2]. Results from these studies include that a substitu-
tional P atom is the most stable of the P defect structures; displacement of the P atoms 
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from substilutiona1 positions has been observed only during a collisional event or by rais-
ing the temperature to near the melting point. During a collision cascade, the P atoms 
often form (110) Fe- P dumbbells (sec . ection 5.1 for more about defect struct ures) . An-
other important observed effect is that clusters of interstitial Fe atoms can aggregate 
around a substitut ional P atom. 
For this work. two different models of the interactions between the atoms involved 
were used. The fir t of these is to use the Ackland Fe potential [18} to model the Fe- Fe 
interactions, and t he :vlorse potential [25] to model the Fe-P and P- P interact ions: this 
combination will subsequently be referred to as Ackland / lorse. The second model tested 
is the newer Aekland potential designed for the modelling of Fe containing P impuri ty 
atoms [19]; the details of this potential have been given in section 2.1.2. 
Other studies of P impurities in Fe carried out in recent years include an MD m-
vestiga.Lion of the interaction of the P atoms wi th grain boundaries [52], both using 
Ackland/Mor:e and using a modified EA:Vl (MEAM) potential [53. 54]. There has also 
b<'('ll an ab initio study of the tran ition mechani m in this system [55]. 
5.1 D efect structures 
The structure of a-Fe is body-centred rubiC' (bee). Figure 5.1 (a) show a perfect bee unit 
cdl. The atoms at the vertices of the cell adjoin the adjacent unit rells, such that there 
nrc Rrc' t.wo atoms per unit cell in a brc latt ice. Point defects generally occnr in three 
basic kinds: vacancy, interstitial and substitutional. F'igure 5.1 shows typical structmcs 
of vacancy and interstit ial defects. Other interstit ia l defect structures sometimes seen 
in bee materials. but which were not ob. crvcd in this work include (lOO) and (111) 
dmnbbell configurations. 
T he two kinds of defect involving a P atom that were studied here arc the P- vacancy 
complex and the P interstitial defect. The P- vacancy complex is a combination of a 
vacancy and a P substitutional atom, close enough to interact with each other and treated 
as a single dcfe<.:t. The P interstitial defect is created from a locally perfect Fe lattice by 
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(a) Perfect bee unit cell (b) Simple vacancy (c) Split vacancy (d) <11 O> dumbbell 
• 
(e) <111 > crowdion (f) Tetrahedral (g) Octahedral 
• 
Figure 5.1: Some defect structures commonly found in bee materials. The green circles 
denote la ttice sites. The s tructures shown a re a perfect lat t ice cell (a), two vacancy defect 
structures (b , c) and four interst;it ial defect structu res (cl , e, f, g) . The teLrahedron (f) 
and octahedron (g) defining the respective interst itial positions have been outlined in 
blue. 
adding a P atom to it ; th is defect usually forms a (110) dumbbell with an Fe a tom , but 
as will be seen, it can also assume a tet rahedral position or become decomposed into a P 
substitutional atom and Fe self-interst itial defect. 
In this work, t he dimer sea rches were performed on an Fe lat tice of 14 x 14 x 14 
bee unit cells (giving a total of 5488 atoms) to which a defect has been added. Because 
we are working with bulk material, periodic boundary condit ions have been used in all 
dimensions. When using the dimer method to find transitions in the bulk material, it 
turned out that more free a toms were necessary to obtain accurate energy barr iers t han 
for t he surface studies of the previous cha pter. Generally t he searches were p erformed 
with 200 to 500 free atoms and 40 to 100 atoms in the initial dimer vector. The free 
atoms and the atoms in the initial dimer vector were selected by defining cubic regions 
around the defect that has been created in the lattice to form the initial state. 
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5.1.1 N eighbour distances 
The states discovered in l he work of l hi s chapler include sla tes wilh Cl vacancy or Fe 
self-inlcrsli Lial ddcct a t n.u ious different displacern ents rrom <1 st tbst it 11 Liona l P atom. 1t 
is nccessnry to have a conwuLion for identifying an indiv idual . late or this kind . 
For thi s wo rk. llH' sla ttdarcl convcnliou of ncighbottr tlll lt tber:-; is used lo identify 
displacetncn l verlors bet ween lntt ice sites . a ucl hence distinguish between diffcreul sla tes 
of the P vacaucy cotHplcx and of a (1 10) Fe- r c dumbbell neetr a subs! it ul ional P a torn. 
C iYcn an_,. lat tice point. l he surrounding la t Lice poinls arc ranked iu ascending order of 
their l-: ucli cl ce,-111 cli slattu·s fro tn the given point. Tints the imllledi Cl lely aclj e,-H.;enl ICl tl ice 
points . wlt iclt are a ll a t the Sc1n te di stance from the given poi11l. a re fi rst neighbour sites . 
Thosp lat·l ir <' poin ts I ha t are Ct l the ll<'X I sm c:tl lcsl di sl mwr Hr<' tiJ f' s<'roncl neighbours . Rnd 
so on. 
Pigmt' G.:2: :'\eMrs l 11 cighbour tllll ll l)('rs co tTcspollclillg to sllla ll di spl<l rcnt cn t~ frotn a 
given lnll ice point. reprPS<'lllecl b_,. <:1 blue sphere. 
Figure 5.2 gin·~ 11 eighbour nu11 tl wrs for vel riolls displncentc ll t~ in t he bee sl ruc tt trE'. 
In this s trucLurr . Llt c first neighbours o[ a given l<-1tticf' point ar<' t lt osP poin ts ll tal have 
a ~( l.ll ) cl isplacemcul from t lwl poin t , giving a separation disLCt ncc o[ '{la~ 0. '7a. 
whe re o is the lat l ice pe1ramrl cr. T lte second a nd l hire! neighbours arc· those wiLh ( I 00) 
<1llcl (l t 0) displacemcnls respec t ivcl,v. and di stances of o an cl /2 a ~ 1.41 a. T he tenth 
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neighbour distance equal to 3'{3a. occurs for two distincL displacement vectors. ~( 111) 
and ~ (5 11 ) which are identified as l OA and lOB respectively in the figure. 
5.2 Results from Ackland Fe and Morse potentials 
5.2.1 Fe self-interstitial defect 
Using the Ackla nd pure Fe potential [18L Lhe diffus ion of self-interst it ial atoms in a system 
contain ing only Fe atoms was studied. Only two interstit ial defect structures were found 
to be metastable, namely the (110) dumbbell and t he (111) crowdion shown in Figure 5.1 
(d e). 
(b) <1 11 > crowdion (c) (111 > crowdion • 
0.16 eV 0.0024 eV 
• • 
• 0 • 
0. 16 eV 
• 
F igure 5.3: A sample sequence of transit ions of an Fe self-in terstit ial defect. 
The dimer method was used to find t ransit ions from both of these init ial states. T he 
diffusion of the Fe self-in terstit ial was found to consist of t ransit ions between the (110) 
dumbbell and t he (111) crowdion states and t ranslation of the (l ll) crowdion along i ts 
axis. Figure 5.3 gives a sample sequence of transit ions. The (110) d umbbell can become a 
(lll) crowdion in either of two (111) axes passing through its cent re, and in two posit ions 
along each. The (lll) crowdion can become a dumbbell again at either of the lattice sites 
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it leaves vacant. and i1 1 three cliflcrf'nl (l lO) axes tl 1rough C<lCII sit r.. By cl sequence of 
l hcse mov<:'s. a 11 ( I I 0) <1Itd (l ll) cl i reel ions nre accessible. and t hereforc t he ~-w l f-interstitial 
ckfc>ct can mow f'r cclv in t lw t ltree-d iiiH'nsiow-11 bulk of tlw ll l<l ter ial. 
Energy b<:HTier [la le consl <:l nt (s- 1) 
Transi t ion (eV ) :300 l( 500 I\ 700 l\ 
crowd ion l ranslal ion 0.002L1 9. 1 X 1012 9.5 X 1012 9.6 x 1012 
crowclion to cluml>bcll 0.03.:1 2.7 X J012 -1.5 X J012 5. 7 X 1012 
dumbbell l o crowdion 0.16 2. 1 x J010 2A X l Ol l 7.0 X .1 011 
T <:1bh· G.L The r ;-l l c> nmsl cull s for t iH' tn'1nsi tions of an isolnted l·f' s<'l f-int·rrst itial defect 
found using lhc Ac-klaud pttrr Fe potculiaL 
T able 5. 1 gives Lhc rat e cons! ant f> for t he t ransition. fot ii td i11 this s_vst ern . T r<lnslat ions 
of the ( I l1 ) crowcl ioJJ \V ill often orcnr se,·eral times conscrul i vel.v. especially at lower 
tcnipcratures. producing a one-dimensional randorn \l..ialk unt i l the crowcl ion changes back 
into <-1 (110) cluntbbell . Bcr Huse the C' ll<'rg_v barriers are much lower l han Lhosc found for 
Au surface tn-1nsi t ions. t he diffusion is much mor e nlpid . vv itl t tn1nsi l ions occurring 011 
c1 pi c-oscc-cmd tin t<'SC<lle. TII<' d<'IWilclcncc of t he rnle c-o11slanl s on temperat m c is also 
muc-h suw ll<'r tli <Ul t h<ll l'ouncl in the 1\u s.\·sll' lll. T l te ( rai tsi l ions ll c\YC' bceit obsen ·ecl in 
:. In c-oll ision c-Hsu -ld<· sinttilnl ions. nttd cn-' n art cr t l lC' collisions liHn-' pPt.ered ou t. some 
trattsit ions an' li kclv lo lw seen wit hi11 t he <H·<·<"'ssibl<• ti i tlCSnlk oi' ciHsS ic- e:-d :. 10 . 
5.2.2 P interstit ial defect 
This sec-tion desc· I·il)f's the t ransi t ions that wcr<' fouud in the sy sU-•JJl of l· e wit h an int er-
st i tial P clefccl. using the Ack land j :. rorsf-' lllodel. Systcn1s coitsisli i tg of cl P <l l om <l cl clecl 
to An Fe laltic-f' lwve be<"n sl1own I o exhibit i'l v<'l r i rty of lllel astable slates and transit ions 
between them (Figm c S.-1) . The st ates t hc-\t were found include two tmusu81 dumbbell 
c-on!i gurations. cknotecl b.\' the approxim <:1le rati os of the coinpoucnts. aloug the cubic ce ll 
ax<'s. of the d ispl acement bet \\·een l he Fe cllld P <'ttonl s. 
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(a) [643) dumbbell 
0.0027 eV 
0.26 eV 
• • 
0.0037 eV 
(d) (634) dumbbell 
• • 
(b) [551 ] dumbbell (c) Face diagonal interstitial 
0.085 eV 1 0.066eV 
(e) (110) dumbbell 
0.099 eV 
0.080 eV 
0.29 eV 
0.26 eV 
0.25 ev 
(f) Tetrahedral 
• 
0.041 eV 
0.26eV/ • 
0.23eV / ~11 eV 
(g) Offset tetrahedral 
0.29 eV 
9 
Figure 5.4: T he transitions found in lhe P inlersli l ia l system using lhe Acklandj:viorse 
model , wilh en rgy barrier . 
no CllAVIEI? .). TH .- \.\'. ' /T /0.\'. IS FE A.\'0 FE P S)'STI·:.\IS 
DinH' I' :-.f'<lrdiC'!'> ,,·c·n· perfornwd 011 thi:-. \ ' ':-. (<'Ill \\'ilh up t o L/:30 frcc' atotn~. whi('h 
~<' ll< · ra lly hj,·c·~ <·om·<•rg,cn<:<' of tlH· <'IIN~~· ba rri <·r~ to th<• 10 ;~ E'\ . \(',·el. \ 'euiou:-. :-.!'(!l H'IH'Pf.. 
oftmn:-.itio11:-. thel t l' ll<li>lt- lit<' P alollllo difl'u:-.e• tl troug lt tlw lcl llicc' ltm·c· bc•e•n folllld . \\ ' itlt 
tl w ( 11 0) d umbl><·ll posi ti on considn<'d as n stnrl i ng point . wr hen -<' fo u11d l\\'0 distin tl 
d i fru sio rr rll cC'h an isnrs. 
T h<' :-. i rnpksl nw('hanis m is <l P a lo111 in <1 ( 110) dllmblw l l c:onhguralion tnovillg i n \o 
e:1 t r tm hc•drH I si l P. From the dumbb<'l l posit ion the P atom can lllO,-e t o C'ilhrr o f two 
pos:-. ihl<' l <'tl'!l lH'dml posit ions. Fro nt tl w t r tra hC'<lrc-\1 !'>it r the P at om c<1n tiH' Il IIlO\'<' to 
0 1l(' or follr po:,::-.ihk (110) clumhlwlb. ill('lltdillg \\1(• 0 11(-' f rom \\"hich it teHIH'. B.\' a S<'l' irs of 
:-. tiC'It 111 0\'c's. t IH· I> <ll<>llr n m difl"usp t !trough t lH• !ell t i ('<' a:-. illuslratrd i11 Figun• G. G. From 
<1 dllll th l><'ll posi tio11 elbout a , -C' rtc·x of el lll ti t ('<' 11 (H). I IH' P Htom mo,·cs to H ldrcl hrdnll 
si t e• 0 11 tl l(' f;.H·e• o f tl r<' u•ll (h). <l lld t lr e• Jl fo l'l llS H d llllll>bc•ll in Lite cent re o r t he fH< ·(' (('). 
l t c·H rl lh c·rl nro,·c• to ;.1nothcr LC'l ra lw d rn l p ositio11 (d) . bdorc fonning <1110\ ht•r du1nbbc' ll 
irl t he• <·enlr<' or e\11 Hcl_ja("C11 l feH"C' (e). T he· p () ( () Ill is t lnr:-. abk to 1110\'(' l l i i'OI Ig l ro llt the 
bulk or Ill<' IIICIIC'rial. not lilll i t <'d to (\ :-. i ll ~ l c· p lclll<' or crl l. The cncrg,\' bmricr~ involvrd 
in thi :-. nw<·IHHti:-.m cnr n oti cf'abl.' · hih ll<'r th<UI those• found for Fe sc' lf- intNsliliHl d c• fe •c· l '>. 
C1 11cl ;t( t< ' lllpC'I"HIIIr<'S of :3()0 1\ t o:)()() 1\ . difl'll!->iOll e'\"l' ll b \\"ill OCC' lll" 011 ( illiC'SC'ctlC':-. HrOIIIHI 
i l I 1<1 110:->('('0lld . 
. \ ltC'I'ttn li,·<'ly. '' ( 110) dntllbiH'Il <"<111 pi \'01 \' i <l <1 ((i 1 :~) dllnlbbc·l l c-o 11ligum tion m, illu::-.-
\r<l l <•d i11 l: i!-!,111'\' !)_(). T h\' ( 110) dnmbh!·ll (<t) l ir:-.1 d1<11 tge:-., to <l (:>S I) (b) . al'te•r whic·lr i t 
swit clr <'s to l i te• (G 1 : ~) l'orm (c) . 1\ f'tn ;1 rc·or i(' ll lntioll of I IH' (G 1:3) tl 111 11hl ><• ll (d ). li te• :-.c•-
<ill<' tH·<· or :-. t ell e'S is f'(' \'(' f'S('(I <l lld l he• cl l ll llbiH'II r<'ct(' lt cs <1 11('\\" ( 110) or il'll (H ( io ll ( e>, I} l .'ro rn 
the i11iti ct l {11 0) dulltbbC'lL lherc· ell'<' two po!-,~ihk (!iG I ) po~it i ons. ew·h of whic· lt lc•nd!-> to 
c• i l hn of t \\'O (Cj 1:{} oric·llt <-ll io11:-.. C 'o11:-.<' q1 11'11 t 1:·. t h0r0 <U <' rour po:--:-. ihk ori<' lil nl io11:-. \ o 
\\'hic·h Ill<' (110) dnrnhlwll ca 11 rot<\lc· l>.' · th i~ llte•dwnism. Thc• ma i11 C' twrgy l>nrri<' r in tltih 
proc·c•s:-. i s the 0.:2G c \ ' barrier lwlw<'<'ll st ale•:-. ( b ) <ttHI (r). \\'hich ha:-- Cl ln111~i ti on lime· of 
2.1 m,,,\ :~00 1\ . llow<'wr. from ::-.\a\<' (c·) t l wrP i :-. <1 m ockrat c• prob<~ bilit y tlwt tlw ddcc- t 
will :-. l ip lmC'k to sl et t<' (b) (0.00:27 e•V ) i11:-.l<'<td o f rno,·i ng on to (d) (0.00:37 rV). 11 IItH.)' 
a lso rl i p se'\'\' rnl t irm•s bf't\vccn stal<'s ((') cll rd (d) l>l' for<• going ei t her to (b ) . l<'eHiing bei C:k 
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(a) <11 0> dumbbell (b) Tetrahedral (c) <1 10> dumbbell 
0.293 eV 0.257 eV 
• 
(e) <11 0> dumbbell 
0.257 eV 
Q 
Figure 5.5: Sample sequence of transitions between (110) dumbbell and t et rahed ral con-
figurations. 
(b) [551] dumbbell (c) (643] dumbbell 
0.085 eV 0.257 eV 
• • 0.0037 eV 
(e) [515] dumbbell (f) (101] dumbbell 
0.0066 eV 
• • • 
Figure 5.6: The rotation of a (110) dumbbell via a (643) dumbbell configuration. 
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to (a) . o r (e) . lcadi11g to e1 11ew slat<' . Bv thi s mechc-w isu1. t lw dumbbell n u t only r olc-1 l e 
<1bOi l t il s l <-1ll ic-e si tr. Hnd cannot move to a 11 ew sit e. 
l 11 adclitiou to lh<' stal Ps rxplorcd by lites<' lllecli ani!:>nls. two other metastable states 
have been clisco,·cr cd. The.·c are co11figurnlions iu whidt tli c P atom is i ulerst il ial. but 
t he surrou 11d ing Fe e~toms rem c1 i11 at thc'ir i<-1tli ce sit es. The ·orrsPt tet rahPcl ra l · ( F' i gun~ 5.4 
(g)) position has the P at on1 clispl<lCCd by 0.2 A along a ( 11 0) direction from th e regu lar 
tet rahedral loc:ation. rrmaining on the squar e cross-secLion th <.1t bis<·cts l1 1c tet mllecl ral 
region. There are tn·1Itsit ioHs fron t lhis state loa (HO) clu rnbbcll and to a tct ralwdral. 
ln Li te ·face diagomt l int erstit i <1 l" st <1 tc ( Figttrc S.-1 (c)). the P ntont l ies along the 
d iagonal o r n utti t cell face. 1.:3:3 !\ from a lalt ice point. There ar c t ransi t ions frolll 
t his posit ion lo t l tc rPgular I ctralt<·drc11 position cm cl to Lhe (551) dumbbell . T l tP ener gy 
barri ers l o and rroiti tbis slalC' Hre sin1il c-u l o t hose invoki ng the ( 11 0) clun1bbell: hence il 
is moderately probc1biP- lhHll he sysl eltl v\·i !J enlrr Ll1is slate insl C<1cl or t he ( 110) clu rnbbeJI 
stale at the end of either of Lhe cl irrusion mechanisms. 
5.3 Results from Ackland potential for Fe containing 
p 
5.3 .1 Isolated vacancy in Fe 
Wlicn an n-Fc· nysl <1 l conlni11S <1 si nglr ,·aca11c.v as Ll1 e sole cle[ecl. t his vacanC\' clin'I JSC'S 
through lhe latt ice by c) sequence or firs( nr ighbom Pe VHC<Ul('_\ ' exc-hangPs. The 111<:'cha-
nism or ti1 C' cxcl1angc foll ow:-. <1 t \\'O-sl C'p procrss ( r' igure 5.7). From Lhe vacancy sla te (a) . 
any or t he eight Fe atOll IS at first li C'igltbom si I ('S to ( hC' \'(\("(\ Jl ("_'v" Ci-l ll lliO\"(' half\va,v t o-
W<ir cls t he vacancy. form illg Cl split vCicanr_v ddC'c t (b). This move has an energy barr ier of 
0.6'10 cV. The spli t vncancy t hen transitions back int o a sin1plc vacancy '<Y i t h an ener gy 
be1 rricr of 0.09 1 eV. by l ite Fe aton1 moving eitl1cr back to it s p rev ious position or inl o 
t he vacalley of LIH' prev ious sl<\l r. k c-wing its own prcv io11s lnll ice sit e vacnnt (c) . 
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(b) Split vacancy (c) First neighbour vacancy- Fe 
0.640 ev 0.091 eV 
• 
Figure 5.7: The mechanism of an isolated vacancy (green, unfilled circle) exchanging wit h 
an adjacent Fe atom (red sphere) , via a split vacancy st ate (in terstit ial Fe atom shown 
with a black outl ine). 
Since the vacancy can move in any of eight directions, and Lhese directions span the 
three-dimensional vector space, the vacancy can freely explore the three-dimensiona l bulk 
of the material. 
5.3.2 The P- vacancy complex 
When a P a tom and a vacancy are close to each other. the posit ion of t he P atom relative 
to the vacancy influences the diffusion mechanisms and associated energy barriers. 
T he most frequent diffusion mechanism is the exchange of t he P atom and vacancy 
when they are at first neighbour posit ions (Figure 5.8) . From the starting position (a), 
the P atom moves in the (111) direction towards the vacancy (b) and then to a position 
slightly off the line connecting the two lat t ice points (c) . Position (b) is 0.9 A from the 
lat t ice site compared with first neighbour distance of 2.5 A. In position (c), the P atom 
has coordinates of (0.7. 0.7, 0.4) A, giving a distance of 1.1 A, relative to Lhe lattice site 
in which it st arted . To complet e the exchange, the system passes t hrough the same t hree 
states in reverse order ( d, e, f) with the P atom now in Lhe area of the original vacancy. 
This mechanism does not by itself enable the P atom to diffuse through the latt ice. 
Other transition mechanisms enable the vacancy to move by exchanging wit h Fe 
atoms. Most of these mechanisms involve a split vacancy state simila r to that found in 
the diffusion mechanism of an isolated vacancy. A frequently occurring example of this is 
C'HAPTEH .5. T/? Ai\'S/T /0.\', I.\ ' FE A.\ D FE P 'YSTE.\!8 
(a) F1rst neighbour P-vacancy (b) (c ) 
0.255 ev 0.049 eV 
0.01 4 eV 
(e) 
0.0023 eV 0.028 eV 
• 
Figm e .rl.<: T i t<' nt<'ChHnisnt of Cl 1-' Cllom (bl ue' ~phe re) <'X('I tanging with a vacnn('y ( tt11 GIIecl 
circle) \\' h<' ll l l l<'_v Hr<' i ll [irst ncigl tbour pot>i l ions. 
(a) F1rst ne1ghbour P-vacancy (b) 
0.629 eV 0.098 eV 
(d) 
0.070 eV 
___,.. 
Figure !J .9: Tlw lt H'd~eu ti :-, 111 of t he !ir~t ll<'ighbom P nKH IIC'_\' n'ori<'lllHlion ,·ia t h ~econd 
tteigl tboll r st ale. \\' i t h c·ncrgy barri er~ . F<> i:ltOil l ~ (red splterC's) mow lo cxd Hl ngc wit lt t he 
vcwancy (tttdilbl ci rclE' ) . ,,· lt il (• the P <\t om (bluE' splwn') dot's not nton' . 
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shown in Figure 5.9. The defect transitions from the first neighbour P- vacancy state (a) 
through the split vacancy state (b) so that the vacancy becomes a second neighbour of 
the P atom (c). There are three possible second neighbour sites at which the vacancy 
can become situated from a given first neighbour state. From the second neighbour P-
vacancy state, the vacancy moves by a similar process ( d, e) to any of four first neighbour 
sites, including the one from which it came. This mechanism enables the vacancy to circle 
around the P atom. By a sequence of these moves combined with the P- vacancy exchange 
mechanism, the P atom can diffuse through the lattice. 
State Energy level ( e V) 
1st 0.000 
2nd 0.026 
3rd 0.433 
4th 0.385 
5th 0.371 
6th 0.360 
7th 0.368 
8th 0.364 
9th 0.366 
Table 5.2: Potential energy levels of states with the vacancy separated at different dis-
tances from the P atom in the P- vacancy system. The first neighbour state has been 
taken as a base level. 
There are also transitions in which the vacancy moves further from the P atom. The 
energy levels of simple vacancy states out to the ninth neighbour position are given in 
Table 5.2, and the energy barriers of the transitions between t hese states are given in 
Table 5.3. Since all of the states are within 0.5 eV of each other and the energy barriers 
do not exceed 0.65 eV, it should be expected that t he system explores a wide variety of 
states. Figure 5.10 shows the potential energy profiles of a selection of transition paths in 
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Energy barriers ( e V) 
Initial state Final state Initial -t intermedia te Intermediate --+ final 
1st 2nd 0.629 0.098 
1st 3rd 1.065 
1st 5th 0.582 0.388 
2nd 1st 0.631 0.070 
2nd 4th 0.592 0.165 
3rd 1st 0.632 
3rd 4th 0.622 0.076 
3rd 7th 0.634 0.068 
4th 2nd 0.307 0.090 
4th 3rd 0.646 0.099 
4th 5th 0.615 0.093 
4th 6th 0.639 0.077 
4th 8th 0.599 0.102 
4th 9th 0.639 0.055 
5th 1st 0.528 0.071 
5th 4th 0.637 0.086 
5th 7th 0.632 0.094 
6th 4th 0.647 0.094 
7th 3rd 0.677 0.090 
7th 5th 0.640 0.088 
7th 8th 0.635 0.089 
7th 9th 0.640 0.088 
8th 4th 0.654 0.070 
8th 7th 0.636 0.091 
9th 4th 0.624 0.090 
9th 7th 0.640 0.091 
Table 5.3: il·ansition barriers found in the P- vacancy system. The transition between 
the first and third neighbour states was not found to have an intermediate state. Hence 
for this case only one energy barrier is given in each direction. 
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1 2 4 5 
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F igure 5.10: T he energy profiles of the P- vacancy exchange mechanism and t hree Fe-
vacancy exchange mechanisms between different neighbour sites of the P atom. Only the 
metast able states (• ) and t he saddle points(+) are plotted. T he let ters on the profi le of 
t he P-vacancy exchange refer to the st ages of the exchange ill ust rated in F igure 5 .. 
t his system. Beyond t he eighth neighbour posit ion, the energy barriers show very lit tle 
deviat ion from t hose calculated for an isola ted vacancy. T his shows that the diffusion of 
the vacancy at these greater distances from the P atom can be app roximated by t hat of 
an isolated vacancy in Fe. 
5.3 .3 Isolated Fe se lf-interstitial 
Self-interst itial defects in a -Fe usually assume a (llO) d umbbell confi guration. The pre-
ferred mechanism for diffusion of this defec t is a simultaneous rotation and translat ion to 
a first neighbour site (F igure 5.11). F\·om the [110] ori entation the dumbbell can move 
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lo an.v of four first nrighbour sites. I hose wilh a displc!Cement of [J J 1]. [ 11 I]. [ll lj Hncl 
[Il l ] . t\l C<ICh silt' the cltlllthbt-'11 c·;-1 11 rotate t o either of two orirn t at io tts: i f it moves b.,. 
[ILl ] Lltett the dumbbrll \\·ill l t<W<" ori enl <1tion [ LOI ] or [011 ]. 
0.304 eV 
• )o-
• 
Figure .') . l l: Th(' tll('<"h<lnisn t of ntigrat ion of <:tn isolat ed Fe- Fe (110) dumbbell by simnl-
Laneous roiHiion and t ranslAtion. 
A lso ohsrrv<'d in liH:' ~·<' sdf-iut E'rsl i t ial system is a rnech<1 nis111 b,v w hich lhe (110) 
dumbbell migrates ,-ia a rnetaslabk oct ahedral configur<tlion as illusl ralecl i1r Figure 5.12. 
'f'lt E' o('t ahedral u~ n fomt at either of two si tes. ncunely those~ lltal are adjacent c11ong, lhe 
dumbbell ax.is al eit Iter ('ucl. The octahedral atom can then move l o form J ( l lO) dumbbell 
<l l <'lny of th<' fom I at tic<' sil<'s ( hnl M e nenrcst in <I ( 11 0) d irect ion. 
0.676 eV 
--- )o-
Figure !5. 12: Tlte r11ccltanisrn of nr igration of au iso latrd F<' Fe (lLO) clu111bbel l viH nu 
ocL.-1 heel ral c-onfiguration . 
5.3.4 P interstitial d efect 
\1\'h <' ll <I [) al om is cH.ldcd to an ollt<'rwise loca lly pcrfetl f c laLli<:e. a var iety of slates 
exist. 0- ros t of Lhe lime. t ltc ckfect is rou nd in a ( 11 0) F'e- P dumbbell configuration. 
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In the most common diffusion mechanism, the Fe atom in the dumbbell returns to its 
lattice s ite and the P atom moves to eit her of two tetrahedral interstitial sites. From t his 
position , the P atom can form a dumbbell with any of four Fe atoms, including the one 
from which it came. By a sequence of these moves as shown in Figure 5.13, P atom can 
explore t he bulk of the Fe lattice in all three dimensions. 
(a) <11 O> dumbbell (b) Tetrahedral (c) (1 1 O> dumbbell 
0.263 eV 0.050 eV 
• 
(e) <1 1 0> dumbbell 
0.050 eV 
0 
F igure 5.13: The mechanism of a P atom moving by changing between the (1 10) dumbbell 
and tetrahedral states. 
From the (llO) Fe- P dumbbell state, t he P atom can also become substit ut ional, wit h 
the Fe atom from the d umbbell moving to form a (110) dumbbell with a first neighbour 
Fe atom. The resulting Fe- Fe dumbbell can t hen move out to lattice sites further from 
the P atom. The table of t ransitions is more complicated than t hat of the P - vacancy 
complex since d ifferent orientations of the dumbbell relative to its displacement from the 
P atom are possible. F igure 5.14 shows some of the transitions that were found between 
dumbbell states. 
Unlike in t he P- vacancy system, t here a re rela tively few states with low energy levels 
relative to t he (110) Fe-P dumbbell state (Ta ble 5.4). Most Fe-Fe dumbbell states have 
energy levels at least 1 eV a bove that o£ t he Fe-P d umbbell. This implies that an 
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J• 
• (b) 
• 
0.597 eV 
<C 
0.015 eV 
• 
0 608 eV 
<C 
0 .149eV 
0.490 eV 
___ ,.. 
0.064 eV 
0.432 eV 
<CI--
0 062 eV 
0 .335 eV 
___ ,.. 
0 .280 eV 
• • 
• 
• 
Figm c G. l l : !\ ~elect ion of t rc1nsi I ions bd w<'f' Il ( I I 0) dum bbcl Is in t IH· P i nl crs( i t ial cl<' frct 
s.v:,t cnt. with CII C' r gy barriers. 
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State Energy level ( e V) 
{110) Fe-P 0.000 
Tetrahedral 0.212 
[110] at 1st [111] 0.581 
[llO] at 1st [111) 1.330 
[110] at 2nd [100) 1.040 
[011) at 2nd [100) 1.248 
[110) at 3rd [110) 1.441 
[110) at 3rd [110) 1.058 
[101] at 3rd [110) 1.006 
Table 5.4: Potential energy levels of different states in the P inteTstitiaJ defect system, 
relative to the (110) Fe-P dumbbell state. All states except for the first two are Fe- Fe 
dumbbell positions near a substitutional P atom. For each of these, two direction vectors 
are given: the orientation of the dumbbell and the direction of the displacement of the 
dumbbell centre from the P atom. 
interstitial defect is more strongly attracted to a P atom than a vacancy is. It should 
therefore be expected that the system spends most of its time moving between the Fe-P 
dumbbell and tetrahedral states. Also, since the main energy barriers for P migration 
are lower than those involved in the P- vacancy system, and it also takes fewer events for 
the P atom to move the same distance, it is to be expected that the P atom will diffuse 
more rapidly by moving as an interstitial defect than as a P- vacancy complex. 
5.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, two different potentials have been used to study defect transitions in 
bulk Fe with and without P impurities. In carrying out this work, it was discovered that 
the choice of potential can have a significant effect on what transitions are found and 
on their energy barriers. This demonstrates that in order to obtain realistic results, it is 
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ncces ary to choose an accurate interatomic potential. T he Ackland Fe-P potential used 
in section 5.3 is fitted to ab initio data. unlike the older potentials used for section 5.2, 
and developed with the aim of accurately modelling common defect structures with and 
without Lhc P impurity atoms. In t his work, the energy barriers found were close to those 
dctcr lll inccl by ab initio calculations [55, 56]. As such , it appears that the newer Ackland 
Fe P potent ial is more sophisticated than the older set of potentials used to mod I this 
systE'm. 
A difficult aspect of the study of transitions between states in atomistic syst ms is 
kno\\'ing which mcta table states really exist and which arc artefacts of the interatomic 
potential being used. In the older potential, several states were found to exist that 
did not occur when using the newer potential or in t he ab initio studies, including the 
uuusual d umbbell orientations. As such, it is very likely that these states arc ar tefacts 
or tl1e Acklanci / Morse model used in section 5.2. T his is further evidence that the newer 
Ackland Fe P potential is more sophisticated for the modelling of Fe in which P impuri ty 
atoms may be present. T herefore. the results from the Ackland Fe-P potential wi ll be 
used to draw the remaining conclusions and for the kinetic ~ Ionte Carlo work of the next 
chapter. 
In tlw studies of this chapter. the lowest energy barriers were generally tho. c found 
in transit ion mechani ms that keep the vacancy clo. e to the P atom in the P Yacancy 
eomplcx. and Lhat keep the P atom moving HS part of the interstitial defect. 1t follows 
that, ill a.grC'cm nt with previous studios, P atoms a.rt as centres of attraction for both 
vacancy and interstit ial defects in Fe. 
The results presented in t his chapter provide a catalogue of t ransitions between various 
configurations of point defects in a-Fc with and without a P impurity. In th next chapter, 
these results arc used to perform kinetic ~lonlc Carlo on three different defect systems 
and to calculate diffusion constants for each. 
Chapter 6 
Kinetic Monte Carlo 
The kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) technique was briefly described in section 2.3.4. This 
chapter explains in more detail how KMC works and how i t has been implemented for 
this project . The technique is then applied to three of the Fe and Fe- P systems studied in 
the previous chapter , and used to calculate the diffusion constants of the defect systems. 
6.1 Methodology 
I<MC is an event-driven simulation technique, i.e. it advances the system by one transition 
at a time. This is in contrast to the other accelerated dynamics methods described in 
section 2.3 which, like classical MD, still involve simulating an MD trajectory over time. 
From a given initial state, a transition is chosen randomly from those that are possible. 
The system is advanced to the new state, and the simulation time clock is incremented 
discretely. The process is then repeated from the new state, and continued to produce a 
sequence of states through which the system passes. 
The probability distributions used here to select a random transition and to calculate 
the escape time are based on harmonic transition state theory (hTST). The relative 
probabilities of the transit ions and the mean escape time are determined by the rate 
constants of the transitions, which are in tw·n calculated from the energy barriers and 
the temperature of the system. The rate constant of a transition is the mean frequency 
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of the transit ion over the time that the system spends in the transition's initial state. For 
a t ran ition from state i to state j. the rate con tant is given by the Arrheniu. equation: 
(6.1) 
where EiJ is the transition's energy barri<'r, kB is Boltzmann's constant T is the temper-
at urc and v is the attempt frequency. A with the rate constants that have been given in 
previous chapters. the typically assumed attempt frequency v = 1013 s- t has been used 
for the rate con ·tant calculations in the work of this chapter. 
In the hTST model, the time for which the system remains in a given state is expo-
nentially distributed and independent of the state to which the system is to exit. The 
mean of this d istribution, for a state i, is 
l 
Ti=--
. "Ej Tij 
(6.2) 
where the um is taken over all possible transitions from state i . Consequently. given a 
sccoud slate j, the probabili ty that a given transition is next to occur is proportional to 
its rate constant and is given by 
(6.3) 
These equations give ri se to the formula used to increment the simulation time clock. 
Given a uniform random variable R E (0. 1). the incr<'ment is 
(6.4) 
6.1.1 D ealing with symmetry 
Earh distinct state exists in a number of different orientations. Different states also 
have different . ymmctries. This influences the number of possible orientalions of th 
transition from one state to anolher and needs to be taken into account when weighting 
the transition probabilities, choosing a t ransition and updating the coordinates. 
For example, in considering an impurity. located at the blue site in Figure 6.1 , the first 
neighbour site of an impuri ty- vacancy complex has eight orientations, each of which has 
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triangular symmetry about a (111) axis. From a given firs t neighbour orientation, there 
are t hree possible orienta tions of the second neighbour impurity- vacancy state towards 
which a transition can be made, three orientations of the third neighbour state and one 
of the fifth neighbour state. This is due to the numbers of lattice sites of each kind 
adjacent to the first neighbour site (Figure 6.1 (a)) . The econd neighbour sta te. on the 
other hand , has six orientat ions and is symmetrical abouL a (lOO) axis. Of its eight first 
neighbours, four are first neighbours of the impurity, and four are fourth neighbours of it 
(Figure 6.1 (b)). The defect can t ransition from the second neighbour state towards any 
of these eight adjacent sites. 
(a) First neighbour 
3 }---------{ 
(b) Second neighbour 
1 4 
Figure 6.1: Neighbour numbers of bee lattice sites adjacent to the firsL (a) and second (b) 
neighbour positions. 
Essent ially, each orientation of a state should be considered as a sta te in its own right. 
However, to simplify the process of configuring t he simulation, it is usefu l if the user does 
not have to duplicate informa tion for each orientation of every state and transition . This 
is achieved by implementing symmetry checking at run t ime. A vari a tion of equation (6.1) 
is therefore used : 
r· . _ "S·. e-Eij/keT 
~J - V ~J (6.5) 
where 5ij is the number of orientations of the fina l state that can be reached from a 
given orientation of the initial state. For example, Figure 6.1 shows that 5 12 = S13 = 3, 
815 = 1 and S21 = S24 = 4, where the subscripts denote Lhe neighbour numbers of 
impurity-vacancy states. In practice, these transit ions often involve intermediate spl it 
vacancy states, but this does not affect the number of orientations, since the symmetry 
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of <1 t rem si I ion doe's ttol depend on how fM t l t <~ drff' ·t 1110\'CS in a gi , ·en d ir<'d ion. The 
fol lowittg src-tion dcsni lws !to\\' tnwsil ion s.\' lli iiH'I ri<'s. <:1 nd l tcncc tltr S'11 m lues. cn 11 be 
<'<1l<-111atrd . 
Enumerating the oricntations o f a transition 
Impurity- vacancy complex 
A lgori l h111ical ly. det erm ining the s_,·mmelr.v of stc:tl es and I ransi lions is <:1 11H1l l er of <'n u-
meral i ng lh t rcllH·iform Cl tions of t lt0 d isplcu·<' 111Nll v<'Cl or cl i mr nsions t hat y ield c·on1 pat i b lc 
but not idPntitHl r<'s ttll s. l n t he i tnpurit_,. \ '<1<'<\llC.\' case. I hrcc ,·rct ors <He im·olved in a n_,. 
lnln:-. it ion : the displ<1cctnent of t lH' \'Ht<111<·.'· frotn t he impurit y <1tom in l hr init iHI stc1lc. 
t l t<' vc•dor hy wltidt l l t<' in1p11ri l .\' nton1 II lO\ '('!-> n11d the ,-ector by wl1ich I h<' n H·a u <:.v 111 0\'C'S. 
r or spl it \ 'i-lC<1 Jt C)' sl <l l es. l it e loC'alion of Ill £' \ 'llf'i'l ll f')' is l ;-1 kC'n lobe that of l]J c inlr'rsl ilia l 
at 01 11 b<•l wc•cn Ill<' t wo ,-ac-a 11c i es. Con1 P<1l i hI r orirul a I ions M<' ll1ose l ra w;fo nn at ions or t he 
three vrclors sin11tlt <:111cousl.v that k an' the illl puri t.v vacH nc.v displaccmcnl unchanged . 
B('C'H llsP of th<' c-ub ic lattice st ruct ure. on l.v pNnll tl at ious of t lw thn'P cl inH' tlsions <1 nd 
rdkd ions in coordi m1te plnn<'s arr t o br C'onsidcred . 
For <'XHlllpl<'. i n lite first nr igilbom illlpu rit y ,-auut<·y st nlc. tltr impmit.r \'CW<lllc-.r 
displ cH'<'I II CJ II is a JII I J ,-rdor. In ll1e ln111si t ion to s<•c-o11d tleighbom . t he i tllpmil y <11 0111 
)'(' lli H ill~ !i x<'d i:-111<1 t lw \'Hf'lll l(',\' lli ()V('~ in <1 [111 1 dir('<·l ion. 111 this ('{\S('. Pl' l'l1111 t<l l ions or 
t IH' d itll('ll sions pr('SN\'<' l 11 <' i1 11 p1 tril .' · ,.,H.<111< ·.' · displcH'<'JIICJit but rc flef' l ions in coordit w t <' 
p iciii<'S do 11 01. so il l(' possi ble \ 'cl< 'c11 1(',\' IIIOV<'S lo <l S<'C'OIId ll t'igli bottr S(c1l<' el l'<' [ Il l ). [ Ill [ 
<1ild [I I 1]. 
The second neighbour slal P hcts ;-) / l OO) inq>ltrity nwcwcy d ispl rHTJllenl. clllrl lh<' n-l-
c-n ltc_v tllO\'C'S t o !irsl ll<'ighbour t ltrott gll <1 [ Ill n'dor .. 'i tiC'C' the first c·on1ponenl of 
lit<' itllplll'i l ,\' \ '(1 ('(lllt,V d isplaU"IIlClll difr('n; rrolll I ht• ol hers. it C<-111110[ i ll l<'rclwngc• \\'i t lt 
l he• ol hers in the nu.:nnc.v m OH' \'<'et or. llo\\'<' \'N . :-,in c-c I he ot IIN c:on1ponents of the 
i ll lplll'ity \'<1caut_v displ acenwnl an-' 1.wro. llt<' I ransitio11 ca 11 b(' refl ected in t l1 e c-oo rdinate 
pl c-l n<'s C'Orrespondi ng t o til es<'. so t lw t thNc ell'<' l'om oricnt<1liotts o f t he ln1nsition : [I 11 ]. 
[ I l l ] . [ Ill \ Hlld [ Ill ]. 
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In configuring the KMC simulation, it was useful to devise a canonical form for each 
state, and to classify states and transitions by symmetry. For the impurity- vacancy 
complex, the displacement vector between the impurity atom and the vacancy is t he only 
item of information req uired to identify a state. In the canonical form , t his vecto r is given 
with a ll components non-negat ive, and in descending order of value. As an except ion. 
since for an (abb) vecto r with a. b =/= 0 there is no need to distinguish t he ca.ses a < b and 
a > b, both are canonicalised as [abb]. 
Interstitial defect 
T he system of an interstitial defect involving an impurity atom is more complicated , be-
cause in the defect structures consisting of a substitut ional atom close to a self-interst itial 
dumbbell , the orientation of a dumbbell relative to the impurity aLom a lso needs to be 
considered. 
Each state is determined by two vectors as illustrated in Figure 6.2 . For dumbbell 
defects, the firs t vector is the displacement of t he vacancy at the cent re of the dumbbell 
from the impurity atom, and the second is t he displacement of one of the atoms forming 
the dumbbell from the impurity a tom. For an impurity atom in a tet rahedral position. 
the zero vector is used for the fi rst vector and the displacement to the nearest lattice point 
for the second. For a self-interstitial tetrahedral or octahedral defect , the two vecto rs are 
both equal to the displacement of the defect from the impurity a tom. 
There are then three vectors used to identify each transit ion. These correspond to 
the movement of the impurity atom and the movement of the coord inates denoted by the 
first and second sta te vectors respectively. 
Because there is an extra vector to consider, canonicalisation of the interstitial defect 
states is a little more complicated than it is for the impurity- vacancy complex. First all 
negative components of the firs t vector are made pos it ive, and the corresponding com-
ponents of the second vector are inver ted in sign. Second , any components of the second 
vector corresponding to zero components of the first vector are made positive. Then the 
dimensions of the resulting vectors are ranked in descending order of the component of 
10 
(a) <11 O> m1xed dumbbell 
~ 
10 5. 0 5. 0 
(c) Tetrahedral 
• 
C'l/.\PTER 6. hT\ETl C' .1/0.\'TE C:\HUJ 
(b) [011) dumbbell at second neighbour 
(1, 0. 0) 
• 
( 1 0.25. 0 25) 
(d) Octahedral between third and hfth ne1ghbours 
(1. 1. 0 5) 
1 1 0 5 
l: iglll'<' G.2: So ttH' cxHntplcs o[ ,.<'<"lors ll f><•cl to dc' llOI <' slnl es in I IH' ill l <' rslilinl de'f't•d 
s.vsl<' ltl. VC'dor~-. lt e~vc• h<'<'ll gi\'c'll itt unit s of I he· lal (i('c' p<tramcter . [n each cct~->r. t hr firf>l 
' '<'<"lor i ~-> gi \'<' 11 in him'. <tncl lhe sec·ond in purple•. 
t lw fir~-. t ,·c·c·tor. tt!-.illg t IH' c·orTP:-.JH>Itdittg c·olllJ>OIH'III oft he :-.c>c·o11d H'clor n:-. a t ic•-bn •,d·wr. 
,\ f> <1 f11rt he•r c·a llottic·;1li ~-.<11 ion. oft he· l \\'o <tlo11t:-. forming <1 self-intc·r~->t i t ial dtllnbl>C'II. t hr 
OIH' "· h o~c· di:-.phH·c•l tH'III i ~-. gin•11 b_,. I IH' !-><'<'olld ,·c·dor i ~-> tl 1at \\' hitl t ha!-. t ltc• grc·al<'r f i r~->l 
C'oord i 11 <ll <' . 
\\ ' lt <'ll ( he• \'<'clors defi ning I ltc• st<~ l <' <11'<' i11 c·;u tolli('al for1n . I IH' oricnl <t liOtt!-> of l l1c' t l'illl-
sil i o lt ~-> fro1n t i t<' !-> I ale• C'an be r rtu nH'rnl<'cl in lit<• ~-><HtH' basic man ner e1s for th r. i n tpurit_,. 
\'HC'CliH'.' c·ompkx. llo\\·c·,·c·r. <1 fc·,,· :-.JH'<"iH I c·a~->< '~-> nc•c•d to be c-om;idcr<'d. In :-.ont<' :-.lctlt'~->. 
::-.udt a::-. t lH' ll 101 d~tmbbcll <:l l a fir:-,( ll<'ighbolll' h<"C' ~-. il<'. lh<' po~i tio11 :-. of th<' l\\'o dlllnl>l)('ll 
a t om~-. ar<' N Jlli,·nlc•rt(. and so it \\'<1!-> ll< 'c·c•s:-.m,· to collsidc•r I he1t transit ion~-> call oc·C'm fro111 
tlti ~-> slat<' in c•i thcr direction .. \!so. IH•c·m tse of th<' \\'a,v in \\·hiclt a l <'lrahed ral impurity 
<1(om is :-. JH'ci li<'d. it is IH'C<'Ssctr.'· to t rl'Hl t l1 is <1:-. <1 =->JH'cial casP \\'lt<'n clr tNmin ing th<' 
c·o11tpat il>lc• oric•nl<1lioJts. 
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Updating the coordinates 
Having chosen a transition to apply, an orientation of the transition is then randomly 
chosen. To update the coordinates, it is necessary to calculate the correct transformation 
of the transition vectors for both the state orientation and the orientation chosen for the 
transition. 
The orientation process is done in two stages. The first is to match the coordinates 
of the transition vectors to the coordinates of the actual state. This is done by forming 
a one-to-one mapping of the dimensions of the original vectors to those of the current 
state, and noting where a negative needs to be taken. This provides a view of the current 
coordinates in a vector basis that makes the coordinates match those of the canonical 
form. Table 6.1 gives a sample sequence of vector basis transformations to canonicalise 
a set of coordinates. 
Vector basis Impurity coordinates Vacancy coordinates Displacement 
[xyz] (1,2,3) (1, 1, 4) (0, -1, 1) 
[zyx] (3, 2, 1) (4, 1, 1) (1, -1 , 0) 
[zyx] (3, -2, 1) (4, -1 , 1) (1, 1, 0) 
Table 6.1: Vector basis transformation of the impurity and vacancy coordinates of a 
sample impurity-vacancy complex in a bee third neighbour position. The vectors are 
given in units of the lattice parameter. The first line gives the raw coordinates of the 
impurity atom and vacancy. These coordinates are transformed first by swapping t he x 
and z coordinates (second line) and then by inverting the sign of y (third line) so that 
the impurity-vacancy displacement vector is in canonical form. 
The second stage is to orient the coordinates in order to effect t he transition in its 
randomly chosen orientation. The orientations of a transition correspond to the transfor-
mations of the st ate coordinates and move vectors together that retain the displacement 
vector( s) defining the state impurity-vacancy displacement (or the two vectors defining 
an impurity- interstitial state) in canonical form. For example, for the impurity-vacancy 
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complex in a bee lattice, the transition from the third to the fourth neighbour state has 
an impurity move vector of (0, 0, 0) and a vacancy move vector of (0.5, -0.5, 0.5). T his 
has four such transformations, given in Table 6.2. 
Vector basis Impurity coordinates Vacancy coordinates Vacancy move vector 
[zyx] (3, - 2, 1) (4,-1, 1) (0.5, - 0.5, 0.5) 
[yzx] (- 2, 3, 1) (-1,4, 1) ( - 0.5, 0.5, 0.5) 
[zyx] (3,-2, - 1) (4, -1 , - 1) (0.5, -0.5, - 0.5) 
[yzx] (-2,3,-1) (-1,4,-1) ( -0.5, 0.5, - 0.5) 
Table 6.2: Vector basis transformations of the transition from third to fowt h neighbour 
P- vacancy states that preserve the canonical form of the P- vacancy displacement and 
hence are possible transitions from the state orientation being considered. 
Internally, three pointers are mapped to the data relating to the x, y and z dimensions 
respectively and each has an associated sign flag. To prepare for each transition event, 
the pointers are arranged to view the current state in canonical form. An orientation 
of the chosen transition is then chosen randomly, and the pointers and sign flags are 
updated by applying the required basis transformation. To update the coordinates, the 
simulation then applies the transition's move vectors through these pointers. 
6.1.2 Dissociation 
It is possible for the vacancy or interstitial defect to become dissociated from the impurity 
atom. To allow for t his, a dissociation d istance is defined. When the vacancy or interstitial 
is further from the impurity atom than this distance, it is considered to h ave dissociated, 
and then it behaves as an isolated vacancy or an isolated self-interstitial, not influenced 
by the impurity. 
For a dissociated defect, the canonical form of a state is based on a displacement vector 
connecting the defect to a lattice point , ignoring the location of the impurity atom. 
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W11en the defect is dissociated, it may later reassociate with the same impurity atom 
or associate with another one. To model the finite concentration of impurity atoms in the 
material, periodic boundary conditions were used. Each periodic cell contains a single 
impurity atom, and the size of the cell is chosen to represent the concentration of impurity 
atoms being modelled. For example, a periodic cell of 11 x 11 x 11 bee unit cells contains 
2662 atoms, giving a 0.038% concentration of impurity atoms. 
6.2 Calculating diffusion constants 
The diffusion constant is a commonly used measure of the rate at which a defect diffuses. 
It is calculated by the formula 
D = (lrl2) 
6tsample 
(6.6) 
where r is t he displacement of the defect from its starting position after time tsample · In 
cases such as those studied here , where the defect explores the bulk of the material in 
three dimenisons, the diffusion constant is independent of the interval tsample that has 
been chosen. To obtain an accurate diffusion constant, many uncorrelated samples must 
be taken. In this work, the KMC simulation is run for a long time (see section 6.3), 
with samples taken at fixed simulation time intervals of tsampLe , with each r taken to be 
the displacement of the defect from where it was at the previous multiple of tsample· For 
computational convenience, the equivalent form 
(6.7) 
is used, where trun is the total amount of time for which the simulation has run. 
Although the term diffusion constant is used, the measure varies with temperature. 
In a typical system, this dependence is governed by the Arrhenius relation 
(6.8) 
where Do and E are system-dependent parameters. The Arrhenius relation can be visu-
alised by plotting the diffusion constant on a logarithmic scale against the temperature 
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on a reciprocal scale, thereby producing an Arrhenius plot. For a system that obeys the 
Arrhenius relation, the points plotted will lie on a straight line. 
One of the aims of this work is to determine whether t his relation holds for the systems 
being studied and to calculate the values of D0 and E. 
6.3 Results for Fe and Fe- P systems 
The KM C method has been used to perform simulations on three different defect systems 
in Fe. The first of these systems is an isolated vacancy. The other two systems involve a 
P impurity atom. The first of these systems is the P- vacancy complex, and the second 
is t he P interstitial defect system. 
For these simulations, the transition table was supplied in advance, and composed of 
the states and transitions discovered in section 5.3 using t he Ackland Fe-P interatomic 
potential. 
In order to calculate accurate diffusion constants, it is important both to use a suf-
ficiently large tsample interval for the r samples to be meaningful , and sufficiently many 
samples to achieve convergence of the calculated diffusion constant. Each simulation was 
run for at least 10000 samples, which was found to give diffusion constants converged 
to two significant figures. At 350 K, where events are infrequent, we found that a sam-
pling interval of 1 ms gave t he best results. At higher temperatures, events happen more 
frequently, so shorter sampling intervals (down to 10 ps) and total simulation times of 
about 0.1 s were found to be adequate. Altogether , the total length of t ime covered in 
each simulation ranged from 0.1 s for the simulations run at 700 K, to 10 s as was used at 
350 K. In this time, a total number of events in the order of 1010 was generally observed. 
6.3.1 Isolated vacancy 
As was discovered in section 5.3 .1, an isolated vacancy diffuses by alternating between 
t\vo states, namely the simple vacancy state and a metastable split vacancy configu-
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Temperature (I<) Di ff u ion constant ( m2 s- 1) 
350 2.5 x w-16 
400 3.6 x w- 15 
500 J .5 x w- 13 
600 1. X LO 12 
700 1.0 x w-'1 
Table 6.3: Diffusion constants for an isolated Yacancy in F'e. 
ration. l MC simulalions have been performed on this defect sy tem at fi ve different 
temperatures. a nd the diffusion constants have b n calculated. 
Table 6.3 gives the diffusion constants at Lhesr fi ve temperature:.. lt can be se n that 
as the temperat ure is increased, the diffusion constant increases in order or magnilucl r. Il 
C'<1n be sce11 from Figure 6.3 I hat this system obeys I hr Arrheni us relation. The cons I r1nts 
involved in equation (6. ) for Lhe isolated vacancy system are D0 - 4.2 x w-7 m2 s 1 
and E = 0.64 cV. 
6.3 .2 P - vacancy complex 
Simulalions were performed on a P- vacancy complex. with the P atom and vacancy 
ini tially at first neighbour positions. As was seen in section 5.3.2, convergence of the 
energy barriers towards those of an isolated vacancy was seen beyond the eighth neighbour 
distance. 
The exchange of the P atom and vacancy when they are at fir l neighbour positions, 
as was given in Figure 5. , turned out a expected lo be lhe mo. I freq uently observed 
mechanism. Overall , the system ov rcomes an energy barrier of 0.2 7 V during this ex-
change. At a temperature of 300 I< , only the t ransitions corresponding Lo t his mechanism 
were observed, hence the defect did not diffu. e through lhe la tt ice. 
KMC simulations in this system have been performed using Lwo cl ifi"erent periodic 
cell sizes at fi ve different temperatures. The first cell size is ll x l L x 11 bee uni t 
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Diffusion constants (m2 s-1 ) 
Temperature (K) P atom Vacancy Time associated 
350 2.3 X 10-17 1.2 X 10- 16 99.8% 
400 3.2 X 10-16 1.3 X 10- 15 99.4% 
500 1.1 X IQ-14 1.9 X 10- 14 95.2% 
600 1.1 X 10-13 4.1 X 10- 13 83.9% 
700 5.1 X 10-12 4.1 X 10- 12 66.9% 
Table 6.4: Diffusion constants and association times for the P- vacancy complex with a 
PBC cell of 11 x 11 x 11 bee unit cells, representing a 0.038 at.% P concentration. The 
time associated is defined here as the percentage of the time for which the vacancy was 
within 6.8 A of the P atom, i.e. at up to the eighth neighbour position. 
cells (3 1.5 A), representing a P concentration of 0.038 at.%. The results are shown in 
Table 6.4. The P atom diffusion constants calculated at this cell size for 500 K and 600 K 
agree with those calculated by Barashev [57]. The second cell size that was studied is 
15 x 15 x 15 bee unit cells ( 43.0 A), representing a P concentration of 0.015 at.%; the 
results at this concentration are given in Table 6.5. For both concentrations and for 
all five temperatures, it can be seen that the P impurity makes the vacancy less mobile 
than it is in pure Fe. Also, on the Arrhenius plot (Figure 6.3) for this system, neither the 
diffusion constants of the P nor those of the vacancy lie on a straight line. The P-vacancy 
system therefore does not satisfy the Arrhenius relation. 
Tables 6.4 and 6.5 also compare the proportions of the time for which the vacancy 
is associated with the P atom. As the temperature is increased, t he amount of time 
over a given interval for which the system is dissociated also increases. This shows that, 
while the vacancy is strongly attracted to a substitutional P atom, the effect of this 
attraction weakens as the temperature increases. This is as expected, since the higher-
energy transitions are more probable at higher temperatures. 
This increase in the time that the P atom and vacancy spend dissociated also means 
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Diffusion constants (m2 s- 1) 
Temperature (K) P atom Vacancy Time associated 
350 2.0 X 10- 17 3.0 x w- 17 99.4% 
400 2.8 x w- 16 4.3 x w- 16 98.7% 
500 1.0 X 10- 14 2.8 X 10- 14 88.5% 
600 8.9 X 10- 14 6.8 x w- 13 66.9% 
700 3.3 X 10- 13 6.2 X 10- 12 43.6% 
Table 6.5: Diffusion constants and as. ociation times for the P- vacancy complex with a 
PBC cell of 15 x 15 x 15 bee unit cells. representing a 0.015 at.% P concentration. The 
time associated is defined here as the percentage of the time for which the vacancy was 
within 6.8 A of the P atom, i.e. at up to the eighth neighbour position. 
that, as the temperature increases, there is less time in which the P can diffuse. On the 
other hand, the vacancy is more mobile when dissociated than when moving in the P-
vacancy complex. This accounts for the non-Arrbenius behaviour, since as dissociation 
time increa. es. Lhe overall P mobility is decreased, and the overall vacancy mobility 
is incrC'ased, compared with what would otherwise be expected with the variation in 
t.cmperatur<' . 
The diffusion constants were also compared at. 500 K for five different periodic cell 
sizes , represent ing P concentrations from 0.038 at.% down to 0.006 at.%. T he results 
are in Table 6.6. As the P concentration decreases, the diffusion constant of the P 
atom decreases , and the diffusion constant of the vacancy increases. The time for "·hich 
the vacancy and P atom arc associated also decreases at lower P concentrations. This 
illustrates that. when the P concentration is lower, the vacancy diffuses further before 
associating with another P atom. It. follows that the vacancy is more mobile. hence the 
increased diffusion constant, but the P atom has less opportunity to diffuse. leading to a 
decreased diffusion constant . 
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Periodic cell size P atom Diffusion constants (m2 s- 1) 
(bee unit cells) concentration P atom Vacancy Time associated 
11 X 11 X 11 0.038 at.% 1.1 x w- 14 1.9 x w-14 95.3% 
13 X 13 X 13 0.023 at.% 1.1 X 10- 14 2.2 X 10- 14 92.3% 
15 X 15 X 15 0.015 at .% 1.0 X 10-14 2.8 X 10- 14 88.5% 
17 x17x 17 0.010 at.% 9.6 X 10- 15 3.4 X 10- 14 84.1% 
20 X 20 X 20 0.006 at.% 8.7 X 10- 15 4.5 X 10- 14 76.1% 
Table 6.6: Diffusion constants for the P- vacancy complex at 500 K with different periodic 
cell sizes, representing different concentrations of P atoms in Fe. 
6.3.3 P interstitial defect 
The system of an interstitial defect involving a P atom was studied using KMC simulations 
at the same five temperatures as those used for the studies of isolated vacancy and P-
vacancy diffusion, using a periodic cell size of 11 x 11 x 11 bee unit cells. 
In section 5.3.4, it was discovered that the attraction of an Fe interstitial defect to 
a P impurity atom is stronger than the attraction that holds the P- vacancy complex 
together. Indeed, at all temperatures the KMC simulations showed that the interstitial 
defect spends over 98% of its time in the (llO) Fe- P dumbbell state, with the P atom 
migrating via the P tetrahedral state. At 350 K and 400 K, the system was moving 
between these two states for over 99.99999% of the time, becoming an Fe-Fe dumbbell 
with the P atom in a substitutional position for only a few transition events at a time. 
Consequently, the interstitial defect did not become dissociated from the P atom. 
This system has previously been studied using preUminary MD simulations [19] . At 
1200 K, the interstitial defect dissociated from the P atom after 80 ps; however, at 600 K 
no dissociation was seen. However, by extending the simulation beyond the accessible 
MD t imescale, we have seen that dissociation can occur at temperatures as low as 500 K, 
at which the interstitial went beyond the sixth neighbour position approximately 60 times 
per second, but only for short periods of the order of nanoseconds. At higher temperatures 
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Tcmperatme (K) Diffusion constant (m2 s- 1) Time associal cd 
350 2.9 X 10- 12 lOO% 
400 8.3 X 10- 12 lOO% 
500 3.8 X 10- ll 99.999987% 
600 1.1 X 10- IO 99.999627% 
700 2.2 X 10- IO 99.993761 % 
Table 6.7: Diffusion constants and a sociation t imes for the P interstitial defect system 
with a PBC cell of 11 x 11 x 11 bee unit cells. The time associated is defined here as the 
perc-entage of t he time for which t he interstitia l defect was within 4 A of the P atom. i .e. 
at up to the sixth neighbour position. 
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Figure 6.4: Arrhenius plot of the d iffusion constants of a P interstitial defect in Fe. 
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dissociations are more frequent, but even at 700 K, the dissociation was for only 0.006% 
of the time. 
The diffusion constants for this system at a periodic cell size of 11 x 11 x 11 are given 
in Table 6.7. In this system, there was no noticeable difference between the diffusion 
constant of the P atom and that of the interstitial. As Figm e 6.4 shows, there was also 
no noticeable deviation from the Arrhenius relation, with Do = 1.7 x 10- 8 m2 s-1 and 
E = 0.26 eV. 
6.4 Conclusions 
In the work of this chapter , the kinetic Monte Carlo method has been adapted to study 
the diffusion of isolated defects in bulk material. The technique has been applied to the 
diffusion of three different defect systems in a-Fe, and used to calculate the diffusion 
constants for these systems at various temperatures and concentrations of P impurity 
atoms. 
It has been noted that in many systems, the Arrhenius relation governs the dependence 
of the diffusion constant on temperature. This rela tion was confirmed in the diffusion of 
an isolated vacancy and of a P interstitial defect in a -Fe over the range of temperatm es 
that was studied . However , a deviation from this relation was seen in t he d iffusion of a 
P- vacancy complex. 
In the P- vacancy system, the vacancy is attracted to the P atom. As the temperature 
increases, the vacancy becomes more easily able to overcome this att raction and become 
dissociated from the P atom. This attraction is even stronger in t he P interstitial defect 
system, so that at this temperature, even at 700 K dissociation was seen for less than 
0.01% of the simulation time. 
The diffusion constants that were calculated are very different between the three defect 
systems. It has been found that, of the three defect systems studied in this chapter, the 
P- vacancy complex is the least mobile and the P interstitial defect is the most mobile. 
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This implies that the P interstitial defects in Fe are an especially important process by 
which P atoms can migrate to grain boundaries in ~PVs subjected to radiation damage. 
It has also been seen in this work lhat d iffu ion constants calculated using simulation 
meLhocls can differ by orders of magnitude from those often used by nuclear engineers in 
rate theory models [11] to assess :'-JPV slructural inLegrity. This suggests t hat the results 
of such calculations need to be carefully interpreted. Although the processes described 
here arc only some of those important in determining the build-up of impurities at grain 
boundaries, lhe methodology has great promise as a means to provide a con istent et of 
diffu ion data for such rate theory models and hence a more accurate quantification of 
l\PV structural integrity and reactor lifetimes. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and future work 
The dimer method, described in Chapter 3, was the main driving force behind the work 
of this thesis. As such, the first part of this work focussed on implementing the dimer 
method and adapting it to the systems that were to be studied. 
While implementing the dimer method, a number of modifications to the algorithm 
were considered, including: 
• different formulae for rotating the dimer 
• periodically relaxing the fixed atoms 
• a modified sequence of rotation and translation steps, with rotation separated from 
choosing a plane in which to rotate 
• parallelisation of the algorithm. 
These modifications were found to improve the efficiency of the dimer method. However, 
a continuing difficulty is in determining an optimum set of dimer method parameters to 
find transitions in a given system. A good set of parameters is one that enables the dimer 
method to: 
• successfully find a transition in a high proportion of searches 
• perform a relatively low average number of force evaluations per search 
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• yield accurate energy barriers 
• fi11d as many as possible of the transitions that are possible from the given initia l 
sLate. 
Good parameter sets can be found by trial and error, but t he computational cost of t rying 
many sets of parameters is not always outweighed by the increased efficiency of whichever 
parameters turn out to be optimal. It would t herefore be of interest to users of the dimcr 
method if a systematic approach to choosing a good set of parameters in the first place 
can be developed. 
The dimcr method has been applied to two very different atomistic diffusion problems. 
The first of these is the diffusion of an Au adatom on the Au(100) surface. This is similar 
to a previous study of Al adatom diffusion on Al(100) [10} in both the way in which 
it was carried out and that both materials have the face-centred cubic structure. The 
resu lts of the Au study showed that the energy barriers of the transitions involved are 
generally higher than those for the corresponding transitions in Al and t hat the lowest-
energy transi tions are very different between the two systems. For Au, these lowest-energy 
transitions arc ma inly those in which mall numbers of atoms move between sites. For 
Al. concerted disp lacements arc the preferred mechanism for an adatom to diffuse. This 
is t herefore an example of how two materials of t he same structmc can behave very 
differently on the atomic scale. However. the studies of two adatoms on Au suggest that 
t.hcrc mrty be a similarity between Au rtnd AI , namely that adatoms will tend to form 
compacL clusters rather than scatter over a (100) surface. 
T he secoud diffusion problem that has been studied is the diffusion of point defects 
in bulk o-Fc. Both defects in pure Fe and defects involving a P impurity atom were 
studied . For this study. two different interaction models were used, and the results were 
compared . The first model is the Ackland potential for pure Fe [18} together with a 
Morse potential [25} to model the Fe- P and P- P interactions. T he second model is the 
newer Ackland potential designed for the modelling of P impurities in Fe [19]. With each 
potent ial. different transition mechanisms were discovered, and d ifferent energy barriers 
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were calculated. Thus it has been demonstrated that in order to model materials on 
the atomic scale, a good choice of interatomic potential is essential. In this case, the 
newer Ackland Fe-P potential has produced the more accurate results, as compared with 
experimental and ab initio studies of the behaviour of Fe with and without P impurities. 
As such, it is believed that there is plenty of opportunity for this more sophisticated 
potential to be used in more studies of Fe containing P, and to produce more accurate 
results than have been derived from studies involving older potentials. 
In studying surface diffusion and bulk diffusion, a number of differences between 
the two problems were seen. The number of free atoms required to obtain meaningful 
results using the dimer method is much higher in bulk material than on surfaces. T his 
is because bulk defects often create strain fields of significant size around them, and 
calculating accurate energy barriers depends on the algorithm being able to determine 
how the atoms in the strain field move in the lowest-energy path. On the other hand, an 
adatom on a surface has a much smaller strain field, and can therefore be modelled using 
smaller numbers of free atoms. A second difference is that on surfaces there are more 
transitions possible from a given state than in the bulk. This is due to the possibility 
of at oms entering and leaving the substrate in surface configurations , leading to a rich 
variety of co-operative transitions such as concerted displacements. On the other hand, 
diffusion in bulk material is simpler, with only a small number of atoms moving between 
lattice sites in any transition. 
Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out on three different defect sys-
tems in bulk a -Fe. These are an isolated vacancy, a P- vacancy complex and a P inter-
stitial defect. Diffusion constants were calculated for five different temperatures in each 
system, and the results have been compared with those that would be predicted by the 
Arrhenius relation 
(7.1) 
which is typical of many systems. Two of the systems studied were found to obey the 
Arrhenius relation, and the parameters calculated are Do = 4.2 x 10- 7 m2 s-1 , E = 
0.64 eV for the isolated vacancy system and Do= 1.7 x 10- 8 m2 s-1 and E = 0.26 eV for 
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the P interstitial defect system. The P- vacancy complex, on the other hand does not 
ob<'Y the Arrhenius relation. This was found to be because the time that the vacancy 
:prnds di. sociared h·om the P atom incrrase with temperature. This is also t rue of the 
P interstitial system; however, there was not sufficient dissociation for any deviation to 
be seen. I t is therefore possible thaL. if P interstitial diffusion is studied at sufficiently 
high temperatures, non-Arrhenius behaviour will begin to emerge in t his system. 
7.1 Future work 
A limitation of the ICviC simulations performed in this work is that a constant attempt 
frequency of 1013 s- 1 has been used to calculate the rate constant of every transition. 
This iR a typical value assumed in rate theory studies; however, in practice, the attempt 
frequency is not constant . An improvement would be to implement calculation of the 
artual attempt frequency of each transition using the method of Vineyard [38]. This 
involves calculat ing the eigcnvalues of the Hessian matrix at t he saddle point and the 
iuitiHI minimum of the potential surface. As such, it would require the calculation of 
srcond derivalives of t he potential, which is a computationally expensive operation. but 
t l1is calculation needs to be performed only for the initial state and each saddle point 
found. 
To model Fe containing a finitr concentration of P impurity atoms, a periodic cell 
wiLh a single i!llpurity atom was used for the KMC simulations. l3y varying Lhc s i~c 
of t.he cell. clifferrnt impurity concrnLrations were considered. An alternative would be 
to u: a much larger periodic cell with many substit utional impurity atoms distributed 
within it. This would be more realistic . incc it euflb les more variation to be seen in how 
far a vacancy or interstitial defect moves between dissociating and rcassociat ing with an 
impurity atom. A difficulty with this approach is Lhat two impurity atoms may become 
sufficiently close together that they interact with each other, or both interact with the 
vacancy or inter litial at the same time. This could br addressed by using the predefined 
evcnl table when the vacancy or iuLersLitial is associated with only one impurity atom 
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and employing an on-the-fly KMC (OFKMC) approach for the more complicated states 
involving multiple impurity atoms. 
The methodology could also be adapted to investigate the evolut ion of defect clusters 
created by collision cascades. This would necessarily involve OFKMC simulation, but 
when there are isolated defects as well as clusters, a possibility would be to combine the 
event t able with one generated on the fly. This would work by searching for transitions 
of each cluster separately, and combining the sets of transitions that can occur on each 
cluster, along with those in the predefined event table for the isolated point defects, into 
a single list of transit ions from which one is randomly chosen. T he separation of the 
search effort into clusters produces a divide-and-conquer approach to building the event 
table, which may improve the efficiency of OFKMC simulations and also has potential 
for parallelisation. 
When the event table is predefined, KMC 's event-driven nature means that it is faster 
than other accelerated dynamics methods, such as hyperdynamics or TAD, which still 
rely on trajectories evolved in small timesteps as does classical MD. However, OFKMC is 
a much more computationally intensive method than KMC with a predefined event table. 
At the moment, it is unknown how OFKMC will compare in its performance to the other 
techniques in studying the problems that have been covered in this work, but it is likely 
that the aforementioned divide-and-conquer approach will bring about an improvement 
in efficiency that may lead to further advances in long-timescale simulation applied to 
the problems studied here and to other atornistic modelling problems. 
At the moment it is unclear how the various accelerated dynamics methods compare to 
each other in their performance. Although the methods have been studied and reviewed 
extensively, comparisons of the different methods applied to the same problems have 
not been found in the literature. Thus it would be useful to carry out a systematic 
comparison of the accelerated dynamics methods, by applying each method to the same 
set of problems. This would produce an overview of how efficient and versatile the 
different techniques are in relation to each other, including typical boost factors, how 
the boost factor scales with temperature, and which problems each technique works well 
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on. This would. in turn. help scientists to choose the best accelerated dynamics method 
for the particular problem being studied. and to gauge the relative performance of new 
accelerated dynamics methods that may he d veloped. 
lL would R-lso be of interest to attempt studies of the problems that have been presented 
here using ab initio models of the interatomic interactions. Ab initio calculR-t ions have 
already been used [55] to determine the energy barriers of some transitions in the Fe 
and Fe P syst ems. However. only P- vacancy and P- \nterstitial separations up to the 
fifth neighbour position have been covered in the results published to date. These re ults 
could be rxtcnded into a more comprehensivr catalogue of ab initio-calculated transition 
barriers. which can then be compared wit h the barriers calculated in this work using the 
Ackland Fe P potential. Transit ion barriers calculated using ab initio method can then 
be used for an event table to perfonn I<MC on this system or other similar systems. 
Most ab initio work has used molecular statics to calculate the energy barr iers bct.ween 
known initial and final states. It would be useful to investigate other applications of ab 
initio molecular modelling, including t he use of other barrier calculation methods such 
a· the dim er method. This would mean that ab i11itio models can be applied not only to 
calculate the energy barriers. but also to discover any t ransitions that arc missed when 
working with empirical potentials. 
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